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Agricultural Agent, Home
Demonstration Agent Back

4 Seen&-1-1eard
Around
Murray
about the slickest gadget we
have seen in some time is the
Terra Tiger. This thing goes on
the land, sea, mud, ice, snow,
and what have you, all with
ease. There is one on display
at the Ben Franklin store. Drop
by and see it.

'is a Terra Tiger
We don't know whether we
have mentioned hearing from
Lt. Larry J. Garland or not.
Anyway we got a nice letter
from him at Fort Gordon,
Georgia. Says the Ledger and
Times keeps him informed on
events around Murray. Reminds
him too he says of the days
when he delivered the paper
himself. James Harmon was
route manager when Larry carried papers.
We have had a lot of carriers
over the past twenty-two years.
Several are now doctors, business men and otherwise have
grown into responsible, tax
paying citizens.
Met a former carrier on the
street the other day, Frank
Miller. He's a doctor now.
Who knows what a young person will be when he becomes
an adult? One thing for sure,
tou cannot predict with any
atty. We have seen kids
we felt sure would end up
in the pen and they turn out
fine. Then we've seen the reverse too, a promising young
fellow who just never could get
his feet on the ground and amount to something.

Or

The Peoples Bank has a revolutionary idea printed on the outside of their envelopes It says
"Save for the things you want."
There are 232 former Boy
Scouts in the 435 member U. S
House of Representatives and
48 Scouts in the 100 member
U.S. Senate. Twenty-six House
members and two Senators were
)nce
gle Scouts.

Mr.Calhoun
Passes Away

•

Mrs. Julia Knuth Calhoun,
mother of Paul Calhoun of
Lynn Grove, died Wednesday
at the Hopkinsville MedicentShe was 92 years of age and
a native of Lyon County.
Survivors are three sans, Paul
of Lynn Grove Terry N. of
Kuttawa Route One, said Dr.
Neal Calhoun of Hopkinsville;
four daughters, Mrs. Maude
Schmidt of Bowling Green, Mrs.
Christine Taylor of Sheffield
(Continued etn Page Ten)

WEATHER REPORT
Vaned rens' International

•

Fair with mild days and cool
at night today and Saturday.
High today in the 70s to low
as, low tonight in the 40s to
w 50s, high Saturday in the
upper 70s to low 80s. Winds
today variable at 5 mites per
hour Sunday sunny and continued mild.

l

FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Temperatures in Kentucky
Saturday through Wednesday
will average 4 to 8 degrees below normal. Cool beginning of
period with only minor day to
day changes Normal highs 74
to 79, lows 49 to 57.
Louisville normal high 77
low 53. Lexington normal high
77 with normal low at 53.
Precipitation will total one
quarter inch or less with chance
for showers after the Weekend.

•

TONED DOWN DOG REGULATION
FOR CITY, REACTION IS MIXED

The county agricultural agent, rector of the UK Extension Serwho vanished from the Ken- vice, one or more of the school's
tucky scene four years ago, is agents or specialists will owe
on his way back.
again be assigned to each counSo, too, is the home demon- ty. They will be backed up by
stration agent
area and state specialists.
Both were phased out ba the The area approach which was
University of Kentucky College modified Wednesday had drawn
of Agriculture in a reorgana the fire of several farm groups,
zition four years ago. Then including the Kentucky Farm
the more than 50-year-old agri(Continued On Page Ten)
culture and home demonstration extension service was eliminated in favor of a system of
specialists working in area or
groups of counties.
Sammy S. Knight
Under a reorganization announced Wednesday by Dr.
The Alpha Department of the
Charles E. Barnhart, dean of Murray Woman's Club will hold
the agriculture college and di- its first meeting of the new
The Murray High Tigers hope
avenge a 14-0 defeat from
to
luncheon
at
with
a
club year
,Keys Keel of the Jackson
Fulton
the club house on Saturday, last year tonight when
Purchase -Production Credit AschamA
Class
defending
City's
September 27, at twelve noon.
sociation has just returned
Holland
Mrs. Donald Keller, president pion Bulldogs invade
from a two day farm manageof the Woman's Club, will be Stadium.
ment meeting held in LouisBoth teams are unbeaten in
the special guest. The theme
ville.
this
so
far
play
Class
A
district
of the meeting is "Know Your
Theme of the Production Creare urg- season although the Tigers
Association Farm Managedit
One of the best means of Club Members" and all
to
Maydropped a 14-8 decision
school was "Improving
ment
Sammy S. Knight of Murray aupporting a strong reading ed to attend.
Department officers are Mrs. field's Class AA Cardinals last
our Ability to Analyze the
has been awarded the Frank program which reflects the
week.
Robert N. Scott, chairman, Mrs.
Farm Operation." Farm ManMurray Scholarship as well as wide variety of the school curMurray High has been leanMaurice Christopher, vice-chairagement specialists covered
an additional stipend from the riculum is to provide teachers.
game
aerial
man, Mrs. Preston Jones, sec- ing mare toward an
areas of farm managethose
Scholarship Fund of the Uni- administrators, parents, and
retary, and Mrs. Rolf E. P. for the past two contests and BABY FOOD FEAR Dr. John ment that will help production
versity of Kentucky College of students with a well-organized
see
noshould
game
tonight's
King, treasurer.
W. Olney holds up a micro- credit employees to better unLaw in Lexington, according to book exhibit where they can
Members of the program com- change
scope slide containing brain derstand the management and
a recent announcement from see and evaivate the new lib- mittee are Mrs. Christopher,
for
the
3-0
The Bulldogs are
rection of a mouse which he credit needs of the farms in
the University of Kentucky Law rary books of the year, a school Mrs. Wayne Williams, Mrs. Ro- season.
claims
was damaged by mon- this area.
said.
spokesman
Committee.
Scholarship
Teamwise, Fulton City will
bert Hornsby, and Mrs. Charles
at
..asudium_glotarnate A food- 'w.taturod aimaheon
Such an exhibit will be on
The presentation of these
sdsantsger
-sIight-weIght
a
haa
Hinds.
flaycr enhancer now in baby the seminar was Dr. William
awards pays full tuition and display at the Murray High
avereleven
starting
Mrs. Ralph Slaw and Mrs. as their
book fees for the. fall term for School Library from September Bun Crawford are the courtesy age 178 pounds to Murray foods. The Washington Uni- Herr, Professor of Agricultural
Knight, who is a freshman law 29 to October 3, from 8:15 a.m. committee, and Nee. J. L Ho.- High's 175 pounds. The Bull- versity, St. Lonis, assistant Finance at Southern Illinois
lints y
rofessor says -University. His talk, "Gearing
student at the College of Law. to 4:00 p.m. each _dia..is chairman of the telenhone dog backs -an Irlioundi—bNivup for the Seventies", urged
The curriculum - related colsufficient
data
is available
These funds were awarded to
with
backs
Tiger
the
committee for special C111111. ier than
one freshman from a class of lection is supplied by Books on Mrs. John J. Livesay is public- an average of 178 pounds per to call for baby food makers farm credit to expand 'Mt t. new
175 beginning students on the Exhibit in New York. It con- ity chairman and Mrs. Leonard man to Murr..*'s 166 pounds to remove MSG from their areas of record keeping and to
basis of character, leadership, tains more than 400 titles and Vaughn is finance chairman.
products until scientists can pioneer new fields in developper man.
farmers.
financial need, college activit- is covered by annotated, indexdetermine
a safe dosage. ing credit service to
'togame
on
big
Another
Hostesses for the Saturday
Also featured on the program
ies and over-all grades, and the ed catalogues which will be meeting will be Mesdames Wil- night's grid card is the Padu- MSG is used widely to enwere Earl Taute, Director of
Law School Aptitude Test scores available to anyone viewing the liam Barker, J. I. Hosick, G. B. cah Tilghman - Hopkinsville hance flavor of processed
exhibit. The collection is divid- Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland Owen, match at Paducah. Last year's foods and only recently was Farm Management Service for
of the applicants.
the Mammoth Cave P.C.A. at
Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs ed into 18 main and 52 sub- and Miss Cappie Beale.
battle between the two teams
added to baby foods.
Glasgow, and Floyd Fuller.
Sam Knight of Murray, is a classifications, including new
ended in a 19-19 tie and this
Farm Management Specialist at
June, 1969, Cum Laude grad- books of fiction, science, hisyear's match is expected to be
the University of Kentucky.
uate of Murray State Univer- tory, biology and many other
an other hard-hitter.
sity and a 2nd Lt. in the U. S. subjects of interest.
area
of
the
remainder
The
Army. He and his wife, Nancy, Every educator and every inweekend schedule finds North
reside at 110 Dale Drive, Route terested citizen will find a visThe funeral for Mrs. Ola Wal- Marshall at Lone Oak, Bowling
1 Georgetown, Ky., while he it to this display valuable, a
ston
of Almo Route One was Green travels to Caldwell CounIspokesman said.
is attending the university.
held today at two p. m. at the ty, Crittenden County invades
The leadership courses for
Miss Linda Brownfield, daughBrooks Chapel United Methodist Trigg County and Franklinthe Young Women's AssociatChurch with Rev. John Bradley Simpson hosts Portland Tenn.. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brown- ion and the Girls Auxiliary of
field of Murray Route One, is
all on Friday night.
officiating.
Ntayfield plays at Christian one of the contestants in the the Blood River Baptist AssocJohnny Gus Walston, Jamie
iation will be held at the Flint
Trevathan, Thomas Dale Dodd, County and Fort Campbell hosts second "Miss Correct Posture Baptist Church on Monday and
Edward J. Walston Larry Lee Russellville in a pair of Sat- and Physical Fitness Pageant Tuesday, September 29 and 30,
to be held Saturday.
Walston, and Will Rob Walston, urday afternoon tilts.
at six pm.
all grandsons, served as pall
Both sessions are needed for
The
Murray
girl,
a
senior
at
bears. Burial was in the Brooks
Murray State University and a credit toward toe leadership.
Chapel Cemetery with the ar
The leadership courses for
member of Alpha Omicron Pi
rangements by the Blalock-Colethe Woman's Missionary Socsorority,
is
being
sponsored
by
man Funeral Home.
iety, Woman's Missionary UnDr. J. B. Dover of Hazel.
Mrs. Walston, age 95, died
ion, and Sunbeams scheduled
Wednesday at the Convalescent
for Monday, September 29, at
Division of the Murray-Calloway
The pageant is being sponsoi- ten a.m. at the First Baptist
County Hospital where she had
ed by the First District Chiro- Church, Murray, have been
been a patient for the past three Two traffic collisions were practic Association. Mrs. J. B.
cancelled due to illness. The
years.
investigated by the Murray Po- Dover of Hazel and Dr. Mary
date for these courses will be
Survivors we three daught- lice Department on Thursday. Broeringmeyer of Murray are
announced later.
ers, Mesdames Henry Burkeen, No injuries were reported, ac- on the auxiliary committee for
Members please note this
military
spokesmen
said
today.
reports.
Gaylon Trevathan, and Jack cording to the police
the pagea..t.
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
postponement for Monday.
Seven persons — five civil- Dodd; five sons, Virgil, Max, The first occurred at 115
SAIGON (UPI) — U.S. helicopter gunships opened fire on ians and two government sold- Jim H., Milton, and Tom Wal- p.m. on South 12th Street.
a group of civilians and South iers — were wounded in the ston; sixteen grandchildren; Vehicles involved were a
Vietnamese soldiers in an ac- rocket and machinegun attack twenty great grandchildren; 1969 Ford truck driven by Joe
cident that killed 14 civilians, as they tried to flee, the an- twelve great great grandchil- Kemp Johnson of Mayfield, and
nouneement said. Two of the dren.
a 1962 Pontiac two door sedan
dead were women.
driven by Joyce Yvonne Ausenit happened Tuesday 340
baugh of Kevil Route Three.
miles northeast of Saigon —
Johnson told police that he
was going north on South 12th
(Continued On Page Ten)
Street and said a car in front
The West Fork Baptist Chur- given by the men of the church
of him slowed dawn and he ch, located on Highway 121 near and community.
Ausenbaugh
BOWLING GREEN (UPI) — had to stop. Miss
Stella, will have the dedication
At the homecoming held this
The 603 foot steel tower of said she was following the truck and note barning ceremony for year at the church a drive was
to
time
stop
in
not
could
WLTU-TV 12 miles north of and
its church building on Sunday made to raise enough money to
here just off US. 31 was hear avoid hitting the truck in the September 28, at 11 a. m.
completely pay for the indebtily damaged early today by an rear end, according to the poedness on the new building
Murray State University head
lice report.
apparent dynamite blast.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, minister which is constructed with a auto
reported
football coach Bill Ferguson
was
damage
No
Mrs. Nellie Brown, a spokesof the Bethel Church at Gil- ditorium in the front and an
parised the 1969 MSU Racers
man for the Argus Broadcast- the truck, but damage was re. bertsville, will be the speaker educational department in the
of
reoeiged
Kiwanis
Murray
been
has
the
Word
before the
ing Co. which operates the sta- ported to the front end of
for the special service, accord- rear.
Club Thursday night.
the death of Glenn Moody, bro- tion said the explosion occurr- Ausenbaugh car.
ing to Rev. Heyward Roberts, The money was raised and
Ferguson described the team's ther of Reuben Moody, 805 Gu- ed around 2 a.m. CDT.
Thirty minutes later the sec- pastor of the West Fork Chur- this special service of dedication
15th
at
last week victory over tough thrie Drive, Murray, who died
occurred
"We didn't know what it was ond collision
ch.
(Continued On Page Ten)
Eastern Michigan as a "trem- suddenly Thursday at Kokomo, until about 7:30 a.m. when the and Main Streets.
Rev. Burpoe was the pastor at
dea
Ind.
endous performance" and
Involved were a 1961 Volks- West Fork during the building
engineer went to work. They're
monstration of "maximum efReports are that Moody was out there now looking it over." wagen two door driven by Kenof the new brick budding which
fort" on the part of the deter- stricken with a heart attack She said she was unable to neth C. Griffin, Springer Hall,
was completed in November of
underdogs.
inspired
nearby
tractor.
A
and
riding
a
a
while
and
mined
make a financial estimate of Murray State University,
1965.
Kiwanians
neighbor saw him collapse and damage."
He reminded the
1963 Dodge four door driven by
The first service was held in
that the Racers went on to ran to his aid, but a doctor proBenton.
of
Bray
E.
William
"It didn't come down but the
Mrs. Bessie Lee Mohundro,
the new building on November
score each time they moved nounced him dead at the scene guy wires were loosened," she
Main
crossing
was
Griffin
14, 1965. Many hours of work of Route 2, Puryear, died at
within Eastern Michigan's twenHe was 58 years of age and said.
was
Street at 15th Street. Bray
on the church building were 7:30 a.m. Wednesday at Henry
ty yard marker.
was the son of the late Mr. and
The station which has its making a left turn off 15th on
County Nursing Home. She was
MSU's young mentor also ex- Mrs. Perc Moody of Dover, studios in
b4.
the downtown area, to Main Street and collided with
plained how each player's skill Tenn.
to
according
frequently broadcasts editorials the Griffin car,
Funeral services were held
Survivors are his wife and on controversial
is classified by analyzing a film
the police report.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at McEvoy
subjects.
performance.
Each
three step children of Kokomo,
of the team's
Damage to the Griffin car
The tower is about 100 yards
in Puryear. Burial was in Founsquad member is graded for his Ind.; seven brothers, Reuben of from the Kentucky Educational a:a on the left side and to the
dry Hill Cemetery.
offensive and defensive action Murray, Kenneth, Charles, and Television
Kentucky State Trooper Dal(
She was born July 25, 1885
tower which appar Rray ear on the front end.
Grady of Dover, Tenn., Leon of
on a percentage basis.
Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs in Henry County the daughter
ently was not damaged.
physicoach
and
East Prairie, Mo., Elvin of MurThe popular
James A Parker of Murray of the late Jim Russell and
Police said they received a
cal education professor em- freesboro, Tenn., and Gene of
has undergone surgery at tta Viola Tyler Russell...5he was
number of telephone calls reCarthage, N. Y.; two sisters,
Community Methodist Hospital married to Horace E. Mohundro
porting an explosion early to(Continued On Pow Ten)
Mrs. Loys Rushing of Dover,
Henderson.
and he preceded her in death
day but had not been able to
Tenn., and Mrs. Gladys Rushing,
His address is Dale Parker, in 1944. She was a member of
pinpoint the area.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Milton
Jones,
FOUR CITED
of Kokomo, lnd.; one half sisRonald Jones, and Mrs. Emma Community Methodist Hospital, the Baptist Church.
ter and two half brothers.
Henderson, Ky. 42420.
NOW
YOU
KNOW
She is survived' by a foster
Lou Wilson attended the CessFour persons were cited by
Funeral services will be held
Parker is a graduate of Mur- son, William B. Edwards of
na aircraft showing in Memthe Murray Police Department Monday at ten a.m. in Kokomo,
ray High School and was form- Springfield. Virginia; one nepon Thursday. They were two Ind Burial will be in a Kokomo' by United Press International phis, Tennessee last week. The
The skyline of Mexico City is i970 model Cessna aircraft erly, employed at Dale & Stub- hew T W. l'aschall; one great
for disregardingatop sign, one cemetery with the arrangements
blefield Drug Store here. Ile niece. Jean Paschall and a numfor disretardinTra stop light, by the Ellers Funeral Home of dominated by the twin vol- sere displayed to those present
has been a state trooper at ber of nephews, nieces- and
canoes popocatepetl and ixtaciand one for disorderly conduct. Kokomo.
Henderson for two years.
huatl, both over 17,000 feet.
(CesHnued On Pans Ten)
cousins.
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Murray High,
Alpha Department Fulton City
Plans For Luncheon
Meet Tonight

Knight Is
Awarded Law
Scholarship

Book Exhibit To
Be On Display At
Murray Hi Library

_speaker

Mrs. Ola Walston
Rites Held Today

Troop Withdrawal In
Second Phase, More
GI's Leave Saturday

Linda Brownfield
Contestant For
Posture Pageant

Baptist Leadership
Courses Announced

Two Accidents
Investigated

West Fork Baptist Church
To Dedicate New Building

MSU Coach
Bowling Green TV
Tower Hit By Blast
Speaks To
Kiwanians Glenn Moody
Dies Suddenly

Mrs. Mohundro Dies
At Nursing Home

Dale Parker Now
Hospital Patient

Murrayans Attend
Aircraft Showing

I.

One Way Streets Set Up For
The W.Z. Carter School Area

Keys Keel Attends
Meet In Louisville

"d

A recommendation by the
Special Problems Committee of
the Murray City Council received a niiaed reception last night
when it Was presented by Buddy Hewitt, Chairman of t h e
committee.
Hewitt and his committee
have been - studying the dog
problem in the city and last
night proposed a soft approach
toward a solution.
He proposed that a license
and annual vaccination for rabies be made mandatory for all
dogs in the city and that tags
be affixed to the dog's collar to
indicate that it was licensed
and vaccinated. He turned down
the proposition to force all dog
owners to either place their
dogs on -a leash or pen them up.
Comments from members of
the council ran from warm to
cool on OW .prorosal. Mayor
Pro-tern Leonard Vaughn said
that an ordinance posed along
the lines recommended would
"be better than nothing" but
that he doubted that it would
De sufficient. Councilman Richard Tuck stated flatly that
such an ordinance would "not
do the job". He pointed out
that one of the primary complaints was from people all over
the city that they cannot take
an evening walk without interference from pew most-of
well cared for.
Hewitt said that all dogs not
licensed and vaccinated would
be picked up by the dog warden, yet to be named, and taken
to a veterinarian. It would be
kept there for a specified num(Continued On Page Ten)

****

Dog Law For
County Is
Proposed
Adoption of a county-wide
rabies control program, inregistration
dog
cluding
throughout the county, has been
recommended by the Henry
County Board of Health at Par
is, Tennessee.
Pointing out that state law
provides for such a control
program, the board at a meeting
Monday
at
the
Avalon
Restaurant adopted a resolution
requesting the County Court to
provide for the dog registration to
provide necessary funds.
"Since the City of Paris
already has the rabies control
law and all equipment such as a
rabies officer, truck, and dog
pound, the city might be
prevailed upon to combine the
city and county programs, thus
sharing the expense," Health
Deptrtment sanitarina Elmer
Brindtinitold the board.
The city already has made
"gestures of cooperation," he
said.
The board's resolution, which is
to be presented at the court's Oct.
6 meeting, says in part, "The
large
unvaccinated
dog
population
and
stray
dog
population of Henry County
constitutes a danger to the public
health and welfare of the citizens
of this county.
"In Henry County, which has
an estimated dog population of
5,000 to 6,000 dogs, only about
3,000 are vaccinated annually,
and any county not having at
least 80 per cent of the dog
population vaccinated at all
times is in constant danger of an
outbreak of canine rabies
"Such an epidemic is a
menace, not only to the farm
livestock in this county, but to the
citizens as well, and especially to
young children who are unable to
protect themselves.
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Change In
THE
Routine Cost FAMILY LAWYER
Sisters Lives Guns and Children

THE LEDGER Et TIMES
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Time* and
Inc., Co.neolidaUon of the Murray Ledger. The CallowayKentuckian,
The Ttmes-Herald, October 20. 1928, and the West
January 1, 1942.
103 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071

juries is growing alarmingly, Generally speaking, parents are not
caused by
High-spirited Jimmy, a suburban liable for an accidentbecause they
merely
teenager, got a shotgun as a gift their offspring
in the house.
from his doting father. When he keep a sun
a
at
gun
the
pointed
sly
mischievou
neighbor one day, his father scoldBut they usually are liable if
ed him—but allowed him to keep there is enough reasoti for them to
the gun.
foresee trouble. The law looks
closely at the circumstances—as it
did in Jimmy's case—to decide if
the parents can fairly be held "blame.

JAMES C WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
to the Editor,
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters for the best
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not
interest of our readers.
CO., 1509
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER
York, N.Y,
New
Bldg.,
Life
dr
Time
Tenn.;
Memphis.
Ave.,
Madison
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit. Mich.
ion as
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmiss
Second Class Matter
350, per
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
$5.50;
year,
per
counties,
adjoining
and
Calloway
Month $1.52. In
ions $8.00.
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere 916.00. All service subscript
'The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of ha Neirspeper"

By JAMES DELANEY
CINCINNATI (UPI) — Mrs.
Joseph Huebner always cashed
her paycheck near a downtown
department store where s h e
worked But not this week.
Henrietta Stitzel and her sister-in-law Luella Stitzel usually
did their banking before they
went shopping on Fridays. But
not this week.
Chance decisions to depart
Thus, parents may incur liability
their
from routine cost them
by allowing a gun to be too easily
wothree
lives Wednesday. The
accessible. For example:
men and Mrs. Walter DeWald,
A man kept his revolver—loaded
teller at the Cabinet Supreme
a
an unlocked desk drawer. One
—in
SEPTEMBER 26, 1969
FRIDAY
Savings and Loan Association
day, his 12-year-old son took it
out and began to play with it. Sudin suburban Delhi Hills, were
denly, to the boy's consternation,
herded into a vault and shot to
the gun discharged, sending a buldeath in "Cold blood" by three
let into a visitor's leg. Again, the
men who robbed the savings
A tea days -later. Jimmy tried father was held liable for failing
office of $275.
"the the same stunt. This time the gun to foresee just this kind of mishap.
it
called
sheriff
county
FILE
A
TIMES
&
LEDGER
Another circumstance that might
most vicious crime I've ever went off, seriously wounding the
lead to parental liability is their
neighbor.
seen."
For
Could the father be held legally disregard of the local gun laws.
Early today, police here were
community had an
questioning one suspect and is- liable for the neighbor's injury? instance, one
ordinance against giving BB guns
. She was the
sued an all-points bulletin for A court ruled that he could indeed.
Mrs, Mattie Cunningham, age 95, died yesterday
to children. A couple who let their
were
it:
put
charges
1950.
in
judge
one
As
No
died
who
men.
two other
widow of the late Josh Cunningham
-old vio44 have one, despite
six-year
,
chairman
Division
the
"Firearms are so magnetic to
filed.
Miss Clara Eagle, Murray State College Art
, were later held lithe
ordinance
EducaArt
Kentucky
The men sought by police young that a person of ordinary able for .an injury to the boy's
has been appointed to executive council of the
meaLeigh,
preventive
take
John
will
as
prudence
identified
were
tion Association.
great playmate.
the football game
20, and Waterson Johnson, no sures commensurate with the
The court said that by violating
Murray High Tigers lost to Mayfield 19 to 7 in
use
the
from
ensue
Cincinmay
that
of
harm
age available, both
the ordinance, the parents not only
last night.
be
to
unfit
someone
the home of the
nati. Leigh was described as of a gun by
became subject to a fine but also
The South Murray Homemakers Club met in
STUDENTg WALK THE PATHWAYS to knowledge ,as classes
the lesson.
-foot-8 with brown hair. entrusted with it."
5
about
themselves as negligent—
branded
Uniis
State
the
Murray
This
colleges.
y
president, Mrs. Sam Knight. Mrs. Lowell King gave
Kentuck
at
have resumed
Millions of American homes- hence responsible for the accident
Johnson was 6-footsaid
Police
nd.
in
the
is
um
backgrou
auditori
versity campus and the
of in- that followed.
2 with kinky red hair. The man have guns, and the number
being questioned was not idention . ," the court said. "The tified.
Tragic Day Off
An American Bar Association public service feature by Will Bernard.
marijuana itself was not visible
Donald I. See, 36.
know what we were
don't
re"I
the
in
ng
rummagi
without
ri;
Dies In Missou
doing there," said Joseph Huebceptacle."
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
"For two and a half years the savings and loan firm, said
ner.
Rites Friday
—
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
•wife cashed her check at a he was out of the office visitmy
BENTON, Ky., Sept. 24
The California Supreme Court
downtown bank near McAlpins ing a customer at the time of By United Press International
Donald Inman See, 36, died Mon- says your, treshcan is as sacred
Department Store where she the holdup. He collapsed when
day at his home in Potosi, Mo.. as your home — and may not
worked. We just decided to go he heard of the incident andVidaY Ls -Friday, S1ic26, the
a
was
He
ailment.
heart
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Tommie Smith to the Astros for game like it's the last one," he
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4
November
as
superb,
was
Schreiber
said.
"I think our boys gained a lot
pitcher Dave Giusti and catcher
at Clarksville. Tennessee.
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6-0,
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torid
his
Pete Rose continued
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn, - When 11 of the 36 times they ran the November 8 Southern Minois of respect for themselves by Kansas City Chiefs announced
Dare Adlesh in October of 1968.
OVC tailback rushed for 255
While the homers hurt the hitting for the Ikeds by banging yards, smashing school and con- Austin Peay State University and
los_ (Carbondale) at Murray (ll a.m.). beating a team like Eastern Mi- Thursday that all box and
Reds considerably, manager out three singles and a double ference single game rushing re- Western Kentucky face each oth- ball in the final 30 minutes,
November 15 OVC Championshi- chigan and I feel they're willing reserved seats for their seven
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over
take
to
in five at bats
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Murray's offensive starters home games have been sold
has 3,154 will be out to start their quest
.347 average, but the only other State tattle, Schreiber
of eight passes for 48 yards,
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the
for
the game will be Billy Hess, out.
for
BroCollege,
Manhattan
at
ships
He
career.
member of the hard-hitting rushing yards in his
title, They will also be out to 30 coming on one pass.
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4,000-yard
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break
to
out
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4, Cincinnati
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for
whipped Cleveland 4-1, Oakland
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and
7-6,
California
tripped
St. Louis (Torre: 9-14) at Montreai (We
Seattle defeated Minnesota 5-1 between sophomores David Fair en the past two seasons," head
piny 5-13), night
Chicago (Jenkins 21-14) et Pittsburgh
and Russ Quay. Neither player coach Bill Dupes hastily points
in American League games.
night
(Ellis 10.71),
Roberto Clemeute was the had a fair chance to prove their out, "and we hope the boys who
San Diego (Sisk 2-12) at Atlanta (Nierko 21-13), night
hitting star for the Pirates in prowess last Saturday because were here last year also remem'91mm
Houston (Dierker 20-11 and 611111.
and PIthboth games. Clemente slammed they received little protection ber well what happened in 1968,"
6-6) at Cincinnati (Maloney 10-5
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of the National Basketball
The other question mark in
Association, was given a new
Govs' camp is All-) /VC split
the
three-year contract it was
end Harold (Red) Roberts. The
• WE FINANCE ALL OUR OWN AKC DOGS •
announced Thursday.
All-League performer is suffering from a badly sprained ankle
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and was unable to operate against
Arndt Arent's a Steeler
Troy despite insisting that he
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play.
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Arndt,
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injured
on
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defensive
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• Turtles
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while Ogden
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Forward Randy Mahaffey, tradfour assists.
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stops
seven
had
ed to Carolina by the New York
• Gerbils
The defensive unit was so outNets during the off-season,
second half agathe
stabling
in
announced Thursday he had
• Chipmunks
Featuring The Frank Pazullo Trio
inst Troy that they were able
verbal
a
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agreement
to show only 69 yards total off1302 Chestnut Street Dixieland Shopping Center
• White Mice
with Cougar general manager
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FREE DELIVERY Don Dalardin and would join ense in 36 plays.
Trov was thrown for losses
4
the team shortly.

Red Sox Are Driving Hard Tenn. Tech
For Second Place In AL
Will Start
Three Frosh

1JMCM
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FAXON
Elementary School

Western, Austin Peay Meet
This Saturday In Clarksville

Stanclitto.
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MURRAY AQUARIUM & PET SHOP

I.

"Largest Fish and Pet Supply Shop In Murray"
Over '6,000.00 Worth of Supplies to Choose From

10-Gal.
Aquarium
Set Up

Hamster & Mouse Cage
Reg. 4.95 - Sale '2.49

Squirrel Monkeys

Reg. 29.00 - Sale '15.00

GENO'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

AKC REGISTERED DOGS _ _ _ 20% off

and STEAK HOUSE

Cheese Pizza, Reg. 9.50

'1.25

Sirloin Strip Steak

31.49

All the Spaghetti you can eat _ _ 31.00

20% OFF EVERYTHING IN STORE
Reliance Bird
Cages
Only 32.99

Ground Sirloin Steak, Reg. 9.39 99t

5 Hamburgers

"LIVE MUSIC"

muml

16. 19011

31.00

MYNAH BIRD and MONKEY CAGE
Reg. 22.95 Sale '18.50 3 Left

a.M
a.rn.

p.m
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
so- aaa,

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

• •

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Richard
Hutchens, 11 Orchard Heights,I
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Kimberly Lynn,
weighing seven pounds 9% ounces, born on Wednesday, September 24, at 12:49 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Ode

Miss Ellen Kay Sneed Becomes Bride Of
Grover Wayne Swezig In Ceremony At
The First Christian Church In Murray

pital.

Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

BULBS

Tulips - Daffodils

Mrs. Bob Hopkins
Gives Program For
Beta Sigma Phi

PERSONALS

Hyacinths - Crocus
or,

"Top Size Only-

TOWN e
COUNTRY

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

ALL COATS

28% Off

Large Variety . . .
DRESS COATS
LEATHER COATS - Jackets and Long
LOTS OF CAR COATS - Prices range from
'18.75 up to '30.00

CASUAL COATS - Solids, Plaids and Fake Fur
ALL —

111111

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Bo'
non, 1517 Johnson Boulevard
New officers were installed at
Murray, are the parents of
the meeting of the Lydian
baby boy, Todd Lance, weigh Sunday School Class of the First
leg eight pounds one ounce, Baptist Church held on Tue&
born on Wednesday, Septam day, September 16, at seven
ber 24, at 2:49 a.m. at the Mur o'clock in the evening at the
ray-Calloway County Hospital. lovely home of the teacher,
The new father is teacher o Mrs. J. I. Buick.
Induntriel arts at South MarMrs. Robert C. Miller was
shall High School and the new the guest who installed the ofmother is a first grade teacher ficers. She used as her theme,
at Hardin Elementary School The News".
Grandparents are Mr. a ri d
The officers are Mrs. Hunter
Mrs. Ernest Bohannon of Brew Love, president, Mrs. Owen
era and Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Billington, vice-president, Mrs.
Burchett of Benton Route Guy Billington, secretary, Mn. ta
Three near Kirksey. The baby Grogan Roberts, treasurer, Mrs.
I., the first nephew of Michael Wilburn Farris, publicity, and
and Becky Burchett and of Mrs. Preston Jones, class minMary Beth and Terry Bohann- istries.
on.
Group captains are Mrs. Hill
Great grandparents are Mr. Gardner, Mrs. Clinton Rowlett,
and Mrs. John Wilkins of Mar- Mrs. Clifford Smith, Mrs. Wilshall County and Mrs. Ornie son Styles, Mrs. Noble Farris,
Overbey of Calloway County. and Mrs. Huron Redden.
•••
Refreshments of pecan pie
1,nd coffee were served by Mrs.
Hosick, assisted by member,
Barbecue fans should of the class, to the twenty-three
consider grilling less tender members and one guest, Miss
steaks if the price of porterhouse Cappie Beale.
• ••
Is too high for the food budget.
Harold Neigh, consumer
Since mid-1965 all household
economics specialist of
Pennsylvania State University detergents manufactured for use
says moderately tender steaks in the United States have been
are those from the sirloin tip, composed of biodegradable
top round and blade chuck. (soft) materials. The Cleanliness
Least tender steaks which may Bureau reports. This voluntary,
need tenderizing come from the industrywide conversion was a
bottom round, eye of the round major accomplishment in the
and arm chuck.
interest of clean water.

The new father is a graduate
student at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Hutchens of HopkinsSaturday, September V
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Truman
The Murray State University's
Ohio.
Haines of Cincinnati,
Women's Society will open this
Great grandparents are Mr. year's activities with a welcome
and Mrs. Joe Bryant, Sr., and party for newcomers from two
Mrs. Ruth Hutchens, all of Ben- to four p.m. in the social area
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. Willian of the home economics departHill of Venice, Fla.
ment in the Applied Sciences
• ••
building.
•••
Sgt. and Mrs. Donald Tefft of
Murray Route Three announce
The Alpha Department of
the birth of a baby girl born the Murray Woman's Club will
on Monday, September 22, at have a luncheon meet at the
4:17 p.m. at the Murray-Callo- club house at noon. Mn. Don
way County Hospital.
Kellar will be special guest.
weighed nine Hostesses will be Mesdames
baby
The
pounds one ounce and has William Barker, J. I. Hosick
been named Donne Fay. The G. B. Scott, P. A. Hart, Leland
Pictured is Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Instructor for
new
father is serving with the Owen, and Miss Cappie Brod&
Cake Decorating lessons, as she puts the finishing touches
•••
States Army in Vietnam.
United
on some birthday cakes for her children.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Sunday, September 28
of Murray
The New Providence Riding
can purchase it at the work- Mrs. Richard Lovins
Route Four and Mr. and Mrs. Club will have an important
shop.
Below is a list of the dates Loyd McKinney of Murray business meeting at the pens
Route Three.
at 3:30 p.m. All members are
and places for the lessons:
• ••
urged to attend.
October 15 — Calloway
• ••
A baby boy, Donald Clifton
Murray.
"Cake Decorating" is the to- Extension Office,
seven
weighing
Jr.,
Alley,
S•ptember 29
Calloway
Monday,
—
October 18
pic for some special interest
pounds one ounce, was born to
GA leadership
Eland
Project,
YWA
The
Housing
Municipal
aera
lessons to be held in this
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Alley, courses for the Blood River
Murray.
Drive,
lis
during October and November.
1660 Ryan Avenue, Murry, on Baptist Association will be held
October 21, 22 and 23
Anyone interested in attending
Assem- Monday, September 22, at 4:20 at the Flint Baptist Church at
ene of these lessons is invited McCracken, Extension
bly Room, Courthouse, Padu- 6.M. at the Murray-Calloway six p.m.
to participate.
• ••
County Hospital.
cah.
The classes are being sponsorThey have one daughter,
Ky.
—
WMU, and SunBallard
The
WMS,
—
24
October
ed by the Purchase Area ExtenKimberly Ann, age nine. Mr. beam leadership courses f o r
sion Homemakers and the Uni- Utilities Bulletins, Barlow.
October 27 and 28 — Graves Alley is safety director for the the Blood River Baptist Assocversity of Kentucky CooperaMurrey Division of the Tappan iation scheduled at the First
xt.E.C.C., Mayfield.
tive Extension Service. The lesPhone 753-2621
506 W. Main Street
Company.
—
Hickman
Baptist Church at ten am, has
—
3
November
sons are being organized by
Mary
Mrs.
are
Grandparents
Clinton.
Building,
been PdstPdded.
the County foods and nutrition Ky. Utilities
•
November 6 — Fulton — M. Russell of Hazel and Mr. and
chairmen and Miss Pat EveGreensboro,
of
Alley
S.
P.
Mrs
Hickman
September 30
Building,
Tnesdri,
R.`.C.C.
rett, Area Extension Home EcoN. C. A great grandfather is
The YWA and GA second
N_vember 7 — Fulton —
nomist.
N...vember 12 — Carlisle — Cleve Harris of Greensboro. leadership courses for the
'
N. C.
Blood River Baptist Association
Office, Bardwell. .
Extension
Eversmeyer,
Herold
Mrs.
•••
Mar—
14
and
13
will be held at the Flint BapN.vember
1411 Olive blvd.
for
instructor
Murray, is the
John David le the name cho- tist Church at six p.m.
shall — Walnut Court Housand DELIVERY —
PICKUP
FREE
—
the lessons. Mrs. Eversmeyer
• ••
sen by Mr. and Mrs Don W.
ing Project Center, Beaton.
Phone 752-3152
Cleaning
received training in cake dePine
Truly
as.
Fla., for
of
Tallahassee,
Oliver
1
Wadnssday, October
Swezig
corating eight years ago at
Wayne
Grover
Mrs.
and
Mr.
seven
weighing
baby
boy,
their
The ladies luncheon of the
Kansas State University. Since
born on Oaks Country Club will be held
A good rule of thumb when pounds eigkt ounces,
education degree.
that time she has taught cake
Wednesday, September 17.
at 12:15 p.m. with Mesdames W. The First Christian church in
Following a wedding trip to
decorating in Kansas and Mur- cleaning vinyl floors: use the
Grandparents are Mr. and B. McCuiston, Carmen D'Ange- Murray, was the setting for
Canada, the newfloral
a
is
northeastern
to
least
necessary
harsh
method
profession
ray. Her
Mrs. Everett Oliver of Murray lo, Robert Gliis Jeffrey, W. J. the late summer wedding of
their home
making
Mrs.
are
and
an
weds
restore
attractive appearance. Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
ly
designer and Mr.
Cliff Miss Ellen Kay Sneed and Gro- it 2565 West Bancroft, Toledo,
Eversmeyer do custom candle In other words, don't wash when Frank Albert Overby of Mur- Pitman, Paul Shahan,
Paul
Dr.
Cochran, Verlene Ezell, Karl ver Wayne Swezig.
Ohio. Mr. Swezig will be ena damp mopping will do the job. ray Route Two.
molding.
Jackson. Jones, pastor of the Christian gaged M doctoral level study
Kenneth
Hussung,
lessons
the
of
one
dry
And
attend
don't
damp
mop
when
To
Great grandparents are Mr. Walter Jones, Jr., Frank Kane, Church at Hillsboro, Ohio, perUniversity of Toledo and
you should preregister no lat- mopping, vacuuming or and Mrs. Andrew J. Wilson of
formed the three o'clock cere- at the
your
Swezig will be teaching
Rob Ray, and Gillard Ross as mony.
Mrs.
sweeping will suffice.
er than October 8 at
Murray Route Five and Frank
School system.
County Extension Office either
Mrs. Art Wilkerson of Mur- in the Toledo• • •
lOverby of Murray Route Two. hostesses.
• ••
rs4.
The
mail.
by
or
•
•
•
in person
accompanied
organist,
ray,
gintration fee is $1.50 and
Mrs. William Porter, of Murpreshould be paid when you
Canned sweet cherries may be
ray, as she sang "The WeddVinyl siding on houses never used interchangeably in most
register. Each clue will meet
ing Hymn", and the "Lord's
Nuel Madison Jones of Murfrom 9:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. needs repairing. Rather, it is recipes that call for fresh
Prayer" as the couple knelt at
Pf:r
Route Four has been disray
givbe
will
quickly
restored
to
instructions
original cherries. Three cups of stemmed
Other
the altar.
BapWestern
the
from
missed
Some
brightness by an occasional unpitted cherries or 2/
en you upon registering.
2 cups of
1
*
The bride is the youngest dau- tist Hospital, Paducah.
0
equipment will be ordered in rub-down with detergent and stemmed pitted cherries equal
%
•••
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion
ghter
it
needing
Chapter
Gamma
Gamma
The
those
and
ter
easy
and
—
advance
$
inexpensive.
0
one pound.
Bluford, Ill., and the
Alvie Jones of Hardin Route
of Beta Sigma Phi met Monday, Sneed of
•
the son of Mrs One has been a patient at the
is
bride-grom
04
1=3
September 22, at the Communtt d
Swezig of Route 2, Western Baptist Hospital, Paity Center on Ellis Drive with Leona T.
and the late ducah.
Ohio,
Winchester,
:,•eventeen members and five
• ••
Grover C. Swezig.
guests present.
Bride's Dress
Cleaver of Ahno
Hoyt
Mrs.
Mrs.
Willard
The president,
- BONE MEAL and BULB FOOD
The bride, given in marriage Route One has been dismissed
Alls, called the meeting to orwas lovely in from Lourdes Hospital, Padufather,
her
by
der and introduced the guests
wedding gown, cah.
who were present for this open a white sheer
•••
previously worn by her two olmeeting.
hat of setiny
A
sisters.
der
Mrs. Bob Hopkins was i n
pearls held her
charge of the program, "Self- quins and seed
Aram is the Biblical name of
of illusion. She
500 N. 4th STREET
Analysis", which included a finger-tip veil
Syria.
pink
bright
of
bouquet
group discussion. She asked carried a
Fugi mums,
that everyone answer the roll rosebuds and white
and white
ivy
of
streamers
with
call with a self-analysis of themsatin ribbons. Her jewelry was
selves.
a diamond pendant given her
The roll call and minutes of by the bridegroom and a heirthe last meeting were read by loom gold bracelet.
the secretary, Mrs. John Hina,
Mrs. Alma Barton of Seattle,
and the treasurer's report was Wash., and Mrs. Marilyn Lain
given by Miss Suzanne Mc- of Champaign, sisters of the
Daug,al.
pride, were her only attendants.
Mrs. Ails reported that the Little Shannon Lain, four yearchapter has again been rated a old niece of the bride, was flothree star chapter by Internat- wer girl. The bridesmaids were
ional Headquarters. This is the dressed identically in floor
highest rating which can be length gowns of deep pink voile
achieved and is based on a and carried bouquets of greenpoint system set up by Interna- ery. The flower girl carried a
tional.
white lace basket of rose peEach committee chairman re- tals.
ported on the activities a n d
Little Johnny Barton, t h e
plans of her committee.
bride's four-year-old nephew,
Miss Suzanne McDougal was served as ring bearer. The
elected Valentine Queen and groomsmen were Lloyd Allen
will compete with candidates Theckston and Fong-Yuan Chifrom all other chapters in a an. Ushers were Marion Sneed,
contest during February.
Jr., and Max Russell.
A surprise baby shower was
Suzanne Barton and Kimmie
given for Mrs. Larry Overby at Aydt handed each guest a rice
the conclusion of the meeting. bag.
Hostesses were Mrs. John EmerThe bride's mother wore a
son and Mrs. John His.
light navy ensemble with deep
Those present were Mes- pink &mina corsages.
dames Willard Ails, John EmerThe mother of the groom
son, Wallace Ford, Fred Gard- wore a beige ensemble with a
. At "The Lake" this summer, or wherever vacation fun takes ybu.
ner, Bob Goodridge, John Hina, yellow glamAia corsage.
Datsun 2000 makes it big!
Robert Hopkins, John Mika
Miss Leona Eunice Swezig at, 135 HP "OHC"engine for flat.out Go! t Butter-smooth all-synchro
cik, Larry Overby, Gerry Re- tended the guest register.
l'5-speed stick! t Husky front discs, sway bar, race-tuned
quarth, Ray Sims, Ken ThomHonored guests were the
as, Dan Wall, Chester Wildey, grandparents of the bride, Mr
great handling t$300 in no-cost extras ...including tonneau
and Nolan Harvey; Miss Su- and Mrs. W. R. Scrivner. The
cover and radio!
zarme McDougal, and Miss Pat- wedding date was their 58th
For the ultimate in driving performance-Datsun 2000-The Track Star!
ricia Wiggins.
wedding anniversary.
Reception
Guests were Miss Glenda DoOr -The Winner's running mate - Datsun 1600. Same modern classic
ran, Mrs. Ed Thomas, Mrs. WalA reception was held in the
Same complete equipment. 96 HP Twin-Carb engine. 4-onlines.
lace Parkin, Mrs. Ellis Perry, library of the church. Those
the-hbor!
weddand Mrs. V. L Shelton.
serving the three-tiered
•••
Get That Winning Feeling!
ing cake and punch were Con
nie Aydt, Carol Aydt and HweiJen Yang.
Make the sound move to your Datsun Dealer!
The bride and groom were
Home hai uts for tots ought secent graduates of Murray
to be followed by a bath to State University, Murray. The
remove any snips of hair itching bride received a bachelor of
Phone 753-8365
Dixieland Shopping Center
and irritating baby's sensitive science degree and the groom
skin.
received a master of arts in
801 Sycamore

"Cake Decorating"
Classes Taught By
Mrs. Eversmeyer
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Lydian Class Has
Installation At
The Hosick Home
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{Shore Winner!

Fall Dresses & Suits

1/4 Off

suspension

-

Ti

P
Free De
12th

Henny

"Just Right for the Season"
We Insist That You Use Our Lay Away Plan

TOWN & COUNTRY
ha Mae Huie - Owner

LASSITER & McKINNEY DATSUN INC.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Z=0

Telephone 753-7114

Murr
Sale Every

Robert
Wm. E
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SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
a.v. Leon Penick, pastor
Sunday School
...... 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service ....
. 7.30
Rudy Barnett, 8.8. Supt.. Paul Wayne
Garrison, training Caton Director.

------ •••••noc.
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YOU fro NIS CHURCH

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
linhart H. Bates, pastor
NORTHRIDE BAPTIST cH171110CE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Randolph Allen. pastor
Preaching
11:00 a.m. Jerry Graham. Sunday School runt.
Sun a, School
10:00 Ei.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Service
7:00 p.m
Evening
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Prayer Meeting Wed.
7:00 p.m.
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Sunday Evening Singing
6:30 p.m.
Itev. Amber& Rase, Paster
10:00
m.
a.
School
Sunday
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
CHURCH
Max And
, Sunday School Supt.
Route 3 - Pottertown

COME TO INOR
I.."1770
AND REJOICE...

•

tCE BAPTIST CHIT/CIE
booth Ninth Street
Arc I. D. Ws.pastor
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
ounday Night
Training Union
615
Worship Service
7:00

(111
ett,
/Ur*
Pie
Lrs.
oera
tee
[1,111

Prayer Meeting

TAN am

MURRAY CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
James J. Rester. bilaister
Sunday School
10.00 crn
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Evangelistic Service
. 7:00 p.m.
Mid -Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
...... 7:00 p.m
"And they took the fruit of -the land in their hands and

Tms HILL
NOISTEI !LHASA-NT GROVE
CM
1
DPIL1381161/TERCHURCH
Rev. Ed Weyer, pastor
Sunday Sabot)/
10:uu a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 am.
Young People
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 Lttn-

mold
use
leen
able
[less
ary,

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Beindarra
Watchtower Study .
10:30 a.m.
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday .. 7:30 p.m
Ministry School Friday . 7:10 p.m.
Service Meeting Friday . 3:30 Part

LS A
the

114

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Re, Martin Mattingly, pastor
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m..11 a.m. and
4:10 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
11 '
- 0 A.m. and 6:00 p.m.

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Hes. A. M. Thomas, Paatsr
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays at 11 cm.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School at alternate timea
each Sunday.

brought it down to us.- Deut. 1:25.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bro. J•mes West, minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
Evening Worship

Isn't the" just like God's children...

always ready to lend a helping hand, or to give an extra
portion —all if necessary.' When the crop is ripe, the

you ever

reaping done and the bounties stored away, do

stop to thank God)Maybe

RUNSELL8 CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Themes, Paator
Preaching:
First and Third Sundays 9 .30 a.m
Preac.h g:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 cm.
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

all you ever possessed. Better realize it all came
from God and give back a portion. How is it right
now with you and yours? It is reaping time but what
will your harvest be? Do you support His cause, His

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
METHODIST CHURCH
CHURCH
(Formerly
New Hope and Sulphur
15th & Sycamore
Springs Churches)
Trawls Smith. pastor
Johnson Easley, Plotter
Sahhath School
1:00 p.m. Church School
30:00 a.m.
Worship Service
2:00 p.m Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
Meeting
.. 8:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
.11P.Stre Con,ST
CHURVH
1820 W. Main Street
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTE.
R... Robert Illaireheall. Visas
(Mermen)
Service& IlladilIsalka wg _
Services held at 15th and Sycamore
Sunday School
...... 10:00 a.m..
6:00 and 10:30 am.
Sacrament Meeting .
7:00 p.m.
763-2149
Phone
GOSHEN METHODIAT
CHUACH
First and Third Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Service .... 11:00
bacond and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 18:00
Methodist Youth
Fellowship
6:16
Worship Sarvioe
7:00

church, or, are you one of the would-be self-suffi-

HEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Billy Gallimare pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 cm
Morning Worship
Evening Worship .
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth
Fellowship
TN* p.m:

10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Billy Roberts, Supt.
Morning .Worship
ILA& ain:.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Donnie Chapman, Director
Evening Worship
7:30 piny
7:00 pm.
Wednesday Service

Sunday:

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH

YOU IN

rift CHURCH
ritr
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IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
Sunday School
9;15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

,CNIVERSITY CHURCH OF
106 North 15th Street
Hollis Miller, minister
Bible Study
9:30
Horning Worship
10:10
Evening Worship
6:00
Mid-Week
7:00
Thursday (College Student
Devotional, ..
VI

SPRING
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Sunday School .....
Morning Worship ...
10:00 cm. Training Union
Evening
Worship
11 .00 a.m
Wed. Services

Sunday School
Worship service

p.m.

Shopping Center

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415 Main Street

Phone 763-2202

Sale Every Tuesday at I p.m.

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

Phone 753-5334

Herman K. Ellis
J W. You

MILE EAST OF MURRAY

94.

cr

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

753-6685
G HOPSON
HOME PH 436.5600

OFFI

JOHN D. Gp, I f.AN
753-2085

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

PH

GIL

_

Five PoInts

Phone 753-7992

N

.753 2700

Johnson's Grocery

,
a.

Heating Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753-4832

Fine Food For Fine Folks
12th St

753-5041

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Jobbers 4 Shall 02 Products
Rime 753-1323
New Concord

sr

1
Susie's Cafe

A Friend

National Hotel Building

1
Palace Drive-In

641

i

512 S

Used ( ars — Minor Repairs
Day 75,-5862
Night 753-3648

ill

A Friend

Hwy

r

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

753-5012

IV

p.m.

9..ir
p.m.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - ti Blk. E. of B. 12th - Phone '13-1466

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
.

•.ALEA, SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
.4 WY

Murray Livestock Company

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHURCH
Doyle H. Webb, pastor
South 16th and Glendale Road
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service .....
11:00 am.
Sunday night
7:30 p.m.
Mitt Week Service
7:30 p.m.

Bible Study
Wed. - 7:30 I'm.
Sunday School
10:00 cro.
Morning 'Worship
11:00

—

New & Used

Boone's Incorporated

Phone

am.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m,
p.m.

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
502 N 4th St
753-3251

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

•

... 10'00
11:00
7.00
8:00
7:30

Shirley Florist

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

110r

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

WAYMAST CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
200 East Mulberry Street
9:45
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 .00
7:00
Evening Worship
Wednesday
Teacher Training
6:30
Prayer Service
7:30
8:00
A.C.E. League .. ..

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

UNITED PENTACOSTAL
CHURCH
New Concord on Hwy. 444
RUM 0. Campbell. pewter

Carroll Tire Service

Storey's Food Giant

11

F

a.m.
cm.
p.m.
p.m. WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
p.m
Bev. Heyward Roberts,pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Evening 071"orship
Prayer Service
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday

4

,Cain & Treas Motor Sale*

Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

9 15
11:00
6:30
7:30
7:30

UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers, minister
10.00
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00
Wednesday

121WHANITEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
..,
Bro. Thomas Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service

CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH

CHERRY CORNER HAPTIsw
CHURCH

a

I

Sunday Scnool
It orship
Training 1.4..on ...
Evening V, urshiP
Wednesday Set ..ce

MURRAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
WOW trail - Third Street
Bible School
9.40 am.
Morning WORIM
10.46 am
Evening Worst'Is
I:00 p.m.

Bel Air

Trenholm's Drive-In

10:00
11:00
6:30
7'30
7:00

HAZI.L HAI THIA CHURCH
B. R. Winehert.-r, pastor

"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1933

MICRICAN
MOTORS

9M.

SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
v. CHURCH

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tra:ning Union
Evening Worship
Wednesday Night

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

15)(1)00 icalif

10:00
11:00
7:30
7:50
7:00

sort041).,

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Dm. A. Farmer, pastar
Suud..y Uch001
10:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday .
7:00 p.m.

Phone 753-1751

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship
Prayer Service

•
••1•1••

GREEN PI.A1N CHURCH
07 CHRIST
Dean Oratehflield, minister
Church School
10:00 a.m Sunday Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service:
morning Worship
10:45 a m.
11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
Youth Fellowship:
7:30 p.m.
1st Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Evening Services 30 minutes later
during Summer months.
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
TEMPLE
309 So. 6th Street
NEW CONCORD
Re,. Robert Dorenstleh
caurnew OF C WRIST
Sunday School
10 an,
Bible Classes
10:00 a.m. Sunday Evening Worship .. 7
Worship & Preaching
10.s0 em Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Bible Marines
7:00 p.m.

209 Bo, 7th

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rey. Bill Bend, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worsnip
'700 p.m
Peven Inv Wortnhin

Sunday School
/0 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7...4
Evening Clamps
• p.m.
. "Evening Worship .... 6:10 p.m.
Wednesday:
Bible Claim
6 P.M.
Singing
7 p.m

KIRKSET UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

Complete Auto and Truck Service

FIRST CIIROCTTAN tnuttun
111 N. Fifth Street
William M. Porter, pester
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
5'30 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
CYF Fellowship
5:00 p.m.
Men's Fellowship .. third Wednesday
r•WP Gen. Meet.
third Tuesday

NEW PROVTDENcR
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Johnny Dale, minister

LYNN GROVE
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Demote F. Wheatley, poster
South 13th Street
First and Third Sundays•
Lade MeRee. preacher
Worship Service .... 1:46
cm• liseviess.
Sunday School .... 10:46
a.m.
Second and Fourth
Sunday
BMW Mud,
10:00 sat.
Sunday:
Sunday School
10:00 cm Sunday Worship
10:$0a..
Worship 8ervice .... 11:00
cm, Sunday Worship ----- 600
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
Wedneelay Bible Study — 700 p.m.
METHODIST CHURCH
For information
or transportation
Call 75.9-3800 or 75S-T7811
First Sunday:
Sunday School .... 10:00
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
8econd Sunday:
Fifth and Maple Streets
Sunday School .... 10:00 tLtn..
Worship Service ... 11:00 a.m. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., pastor
Third Sunday:
Church School
9:45a.m.
Sunday Srhoof
0 aja.bfornIng Worship
II
Fourth Sunday:
8:46 & 10:50 a.m
Worship Service
0 4.5 ft.rn Jr. & Sr. Fellowship .... 6.30 p.m
Sunday School .... 10:46 aznigivoning Worship
7:00 pm
MYF Sunday
7:00 p.m.
(2nd and 4th Sundays)
7th & Poplar
cirtincia OF CHRIST
KIRKSILY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday
Sunday
School
10:00 cm.
Bible School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Hour .... 10:40 a.m. Horning Wbrithip
11:00 a.m.
liventng Worship
6:20 p.m
6:00 p.m. training Union
Evening Worship
Wednesday
710 p.m.
Midweek Bible Study 7 . 30 p.m Alvan...May Night
6:30 p.m

Sholar's Auto Repair

FIRsT BAPTIST CHURCH
H. C. Chiles. pastor
9:35 a.m.
Sunday Scnool
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
6:00 pm.
Training Union
Kvhn. Worship
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:311
. .p.m.

mare BAPTIST twritiesi
pastor
n•..airans.

CHESTNUT STREET
TABERNASLE
(Pentecostal Chore., Of God
Of America)
Cherry & Chestnut
Be.. John W. De Water, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
p.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:80 P.M.
p.m. Friday P.Y P A
7:30 P.M.

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Johnson Easley, ranter
Worship Service
9:30 cm.
Church School
.... 10:40 am.

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Kirkse), Kentucky
Robert Robinson, minister
10:00 R.M
Sunday School
morning Worship
11:00 an:.
7:00 n m
Sunday Night Service .

cient? Why not begin right now to use your
. harvest to help bring in the Kingdom?

10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p m.
7 :00 p.m'

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHER( H
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Fervice
7:00 par.
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Sundov

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Main Street at 10th
Bernina Culpepper, pastor
763-4411
DWI-A-Devotion
9:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
Training Union:
6:30 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
6:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Worship:
Evening
6:30 pm.
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting:
7:30 p.m.
Each Wednesday

your inventory still shows

fiumiy Sc'.,
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Viorshlp
Wed. Prayer Meeting

Murray Warehouse Corp.
-1-- Soybean Division
Hol

Ellis, mgr.

•.., •

E. W. Outland, supt

•
,

or

1
Lynhurst Resort
Cod. and Mrs. Thomas E. Brews' - &wiser.

Phone 436-3946 or t36-5376
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Bill Introduced To Repeal Gallery To
Tax Exemptions Of Co-ops Present Art
Show At MSU

Assignment
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Condoctor-composer Andre Previr
accepted his first film assignment
in three years to score the forth
coming United Artists production on the life of Tchaikovsky.
* *

IN TIME FOR CAKE
VATICAN CITY (UPI)— Pope
Paul VI returned to the Vatican
Tuesday from 10 weeks at the
papal summer residence at
Castel Gandolfo, 18 miles from
Rome. The Pope will be 72
Friday.

Do tax-favored consumer CO- op outlets feel that they can
OPS constitute unfair competi- hold their own competitively
tion to independent retail mer- despite the co-ops' tax advantHospital cost
chants, as many charge? Should age.
Ferdinand Roten Galleries of
NEW YORK (UPI)-The avertaxes
income
they pay Federal
The median price of all new
This advantage has increas- Baltimore will present an exage cost per patient-day in a U.S. one-family homes sold in June,
like other businesses do?
have
biga
become
taxes
as
ed
hibition of original prints by
Most US. businesnnec ap- ger and bigger part of over- classic and contemporary artists hospital rose to $65 at the start 1969, was $24,500.
parently agree with one or head for independent business- at Murray State University of 1969, the Health Insurance
tooth of these positions because men.
Institute reports. In 1959, the
a poll now shows that more The "patronage dividend" October 2.
cost averaged $30 per patientA gale has a wind speed of
than four out of five business which is the basis of the co-op
day.
to 46 miles per hour.
39
To be on exhibition from 10
owners favor repeal of the Fed- tax exemption has been abused, a.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 252 of
eral income tax exemption en- many businessmen contend. It the Price Doyle Fine Arts
joyed by cooperative corpora- is seldom paid in cash, but ra- Building, the show will include
tions.
ther is credited to members' more than 1,000 original etchThis tax advantage has long accounts or issued as scrip, thus ings, lithographs and woodcuts
been a controversial issue a- ensuring continued patronage. by such artists as Picasso, Chamong businessmen. Under FedWhile the tax "escape" was gall, Mw-n, Goya, Renoir, Roueral tax law, co-ops deduct any intended to provide farmers alt and Kallwitz.
TAXI CHECK— Israeli soldiers give a taxi a security check at a roadblock in occupied terdividends either paid or ac- and others with goods at low
A collection of Western and
ritory on the west bank of the Jordan River.
crued to their members before ifices and a share of total pro- Oriental manuscript pages datwhereas
tax,
income
paying an
fits too, it has often served to ing back to the 13th century
ordinary businesses divide pro- take the profit motive out of will also be on display.
as we have always.
HOT PURSUIT
fits remaining after paying the such operations, the Federation
notice Darrell Shoemaker
Dennis Martin, a representa•
taxes.
wrote that Brandon's Mill
t:ve of Roten Galleries, will be
observes.
LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)— A
where meal was ground by watCongressman Gilbert's bin present at the exhibition to anA co-op which returns its prosupposed to be man's
er would be quite an attraction dog is
fits to members, in cash or would require co-ops to pay tax- swer questions regarding grabest friend.
now if it had been left.
otherwise, avoids taxation en- es on all profits, as other bus- phic art and printmaking.
But today Ptl. Al Woodall tirely.
Last Sunday we stopped at
inesses must, before paying
Prices range from $5 to Si,sure.
the Blanket Store as we re- wasn't so
Such
dividends 000, with the majority of the
With Congress studying tax dividends.
his
returning
turned from Nashville, Tenn. Wodall was
reform, Congressman Jacob Gil- would, however, be tax-free in- pieces priced under $100. Roten
By Estelle Spiceland
• (IS Atilt,•11
dog to the kennel
Rainey Lovins and Limn Spice- police
September 25, 1969
ap- bert of New York has introduc- come to co-op members under Galleries specializes in arrangdog
the
when
Tuesday
ed legislation, called the Tax the Federal dividend exclusion ing exhibitions and sales of orThe Fred Wilhite's sold their land were fascinated by a man
caught the scent of an Equalization Act of 1969, which of ;100 a year.
iginal graphic art in colleges,
home in New Providence to grinding meal nearby with a parently
cat. The dog took off, would repeal this tax exemption
universities and museums thrthe Church of Christ for a par- homemade steam engine and alley
behind him.
oughout the country.
for all co-ops except those
sonage, so the Wilhites have the boiler being heated with dragging Wodall
Wodall's
on
caught
The leash
WOULD YOU
Established in 1932, Roten
which are marketing agents
moved to our Concord corner. wood.
I cut out for my scrapbook of leg, the patrolman was knocked (purchasing products of memGalleries has one of the lart
BELIEVE CBS IS
We hope they like here as well
memories the large picture of down and dragged down an bers, or purchasing equipment
eat collections of graphic art
NEW CONTROL
my former teacher, Mr. Max alley before he could stop the or supplies for them) and mutin the country Besides the main
HEADQUARTERS?
Hurt, with his coat thrown over dog.
gallery in Baltimore, other galual insurance companies, which
I
LOKRiCI
Woodall suffered a broken are, technically, cooperatives.
his shoulder "ready to go to
leries are located in Cambridge,
w Irk".
Mass., Washington, D. C., Manleg. The cat got away.
Retailing co-ops, such as the
His opponent for Representahasset, N. Y., White Plains,
familiar farmers' cooperatives,
tive, Guy Lovins, sits in the
N. Y., and San Francisco.
would be affected by the repeal.
DAY OR NIC.11 Baptist Hospital at Nashville by Unique academy
as growers'
CITY, Mo. Organizations such
JEFFERSON
the bedside of his wife who
in wholeengaged
associations
helped him so faithfully can- (UPI)-Famous Americans in- sating would not.
Hart
Thomas
artist
cluding
vas the country in the primary.
The National Federation of
Now she is undergoing surgery Benton, former President Harry Independent Business polled
Two-trophy McQueen
-for a ruptured disc in the spine Truman, Gen. Omar N. Bradley businessmen of every type and
and Sen. Stuart Syminfton are _found 85 percent favor the Giland they both suffer.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Steve
The world is full oriatHet% among those initiated into the bert measure, 10 percent opposMcQueen won by-6 trophies &Wlag from wai, accicknts, deaths, unique, Missouri Academy of ed and 5 percent undecided.
ing a four-wheel-drive racing car
disaPpointments. sickness, and Squires.
at Ascot Park, a nearby auto race
In Kentucky, the vote was 87
The Academy, limited to 10b- percent
"for", 8 percent
track.
Ecclesiastes 3:1 says 'To living members, was established "against" and 3 percent undeF.
every household is i UAhY
GREEN- MKT DEFCND
1960 1Y the taft-Gov. James cided.
joy and a time of sorrow".
Cast addition
T. Blair to honor Missourians
The favorable tax treatment Lee Bailey (above), famed
We hear that Murray has a who have served their commun- of co-ops is viewed by many defense attorney, is one of
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-CharSERVICES
new dentist, Dr. Joe Rearoat, ity, state and nation.
as a tax subsidy, since it means the defense attorneys in the
acter actor Cecil Kellaway has
Don Adams, Barbara Feldon,
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
son of the former Corinne Thur* * *
these stores do not have to Green Berets murder case in
been added to the cast of
Edward Platt. New time.
man, grandson of the late Rev.
Murray, Kentucky
operate at a profit, or even ef- South Vietnam. Specifically.
. starring Can"Getting Straight"
New place. New spy-rotechnics.
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. and
Howell Thurman of Brandons Set foot, then walked
ficiently. Most of the independ he represents Capt. Robert
dice Bergen.
Wednesday at 11:00 p.m.
Mill.
co-near
located
retailers
ent
-The
F.
(UPI)
Marasco.
SANTA FE, N.M.
In our grandparents' day denEuropean to set foot on
— ALL WELCOME —
tists were unheard of and doct- first
view Mexico soil was Alvar
horseback
with
travelled
ors
'he Bible Speaks to Y
Nunez Cabeza de Vacs, a
saddle bags
shipwrecked
Station WliBS - 1340 KC
Now in this modern age we Spaniard who was
1528
t 8:15 am
Sunda
can't have too many doctors on the Gulf of Mexico in
and traveled on foot for eight
years through the American
southwest.
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GET SMART
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In the Near Future?'
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Phone 153-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

and dentists to attend our many
ailments.

Nice Things Happen
to Youngsters Whose
Parents Save For A
College Education
With Our Help!
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Hovercraft Would "Fly" Atlantic
With 4000 Passengers in One Day

By PAUL T. BOHN
Central Press Associiitton
Correspondent
CLEVELAND — They're always doing unusual things, it
seems at the Lewis Research
Center here. Now they've taken
the principle of the nuclearpowered airplane and adapted
it to, of all things, a ship that
rides on a cushion of air.
At least they've designed
such a craft and are excited
enough and confident enough of
its capabilities to forecast that
when and if its built it will
revolutionize transoceanic tray
el and could restore America's
maritime industry to its once
proud position of world leadership.
Sketch shows hovercraft Irons-Atlantic liner.
Frank E. Rom of the advanced nuclear concepts branch
of air upon which the weird
craft.
of NASA's research and devel"The present hovercraft be- vessel would ride. Conventional
opment complex has for years
English propellers or aircraft-type jet
been working with dozens of ing used to cross the
tons engines would provide the forother aeronautical and nuclear Channel weighs about 170
300 to 400 ward thrust.
experts on finding a safe and and carries about
we're talkPassengers would enjoy very
feasible way to fly an airplane people. The vehicle
about smooth sailing, in Rom's opinusing the almost limitless pow- ing about is much larger,
10 times as big, and would ion. Since the vessel would be
er of the atom.
carry about 10 times as many sailing or should it be flying. •
at 10 feet above the water
THE PROBLEM has always people.
"What we have done to make only the very tops of the waves
been that the reactor, once
different from the might brush against the rubberyou've put on sufficient shield- this vehicle
existence, skirted bottom. So there would
ing for safety, weighs far too hovercraft now in
it larger, is tp be none of the kind of motion
much to accommodate much of besides making
power plant on that causes seasickness, and
a payload. So, because of poor put a nuclear
that we'd be able to cross the voyage would be much like
economics, the atom - powered it so
Ocean. A conven- a plane ride on a calm day.
plane thus far has never got off the Atlantic
• • •
tional powerplant could only
the ground.
for 300 or 400
A SINGLE DAY, by the way
But what happened along the power the vehicle
— 24 hours
would be all it
way suggested something else miles range."
• • •
would take to get from one side
to the men who man' the Space
THUS the chief advantages of of the Atlantic to the other and
laboratories at Lewis.
a football field- there'd be approximately ten
"About 10 years ago, the what would be
half ship- times a.s much space per person
hovercraft became a possibility, sized, platform-like
be tremen- to lounge around in as is availa chemical-powered hovercraft," half airplane would
speed, up to or better than able now on our biggest airRom explains. "In relooking at dous
miles an hour over the liners, according to the NASA
our nuclear airplane program it 200
and an almost inexhaust- nuclear expert.
suddenly became apparent that waves,
How soon will it be built?
supply, lasting up to
the knowledge we had gained ible fuel
people have
"That all depends," says Rom,
in the program could be directly three years. NASA would be "on
how well we can sell the
out this
applied to the hovercraft. In a figured
fuel for nearly 400 concept in Washington. We do
matter of a flash anyone could enough
know the federal agencies .are
crossings.
see that this technology could ocean
interested in proceeding.
be
would
hovercraft
Rom's
indeed have a real practical use
Whether they're interested
shaped like a giant slab, roundin the hovercraft."
enough or able at this time to
• • •
ed at one end and flat at the
fund the project through the
NOW the key word in all this other The reactor would be on
prototype stage is something
talk about nuclear planes and the order of 1/10th the weight
we'll have to find out."
hovercrafts is practical. In its of a conventional reactor capDoes it all sound like a fanpresent state of development, able of generating the same
the nuclear engine is simply not amount of pl)wer. Importantly. tastic idea? Maybe so but so
practical for air travel. But It would incorporate the same was a trip, to the Moon a few
short years back when the
what has come out of NASA's safety features.
Lewis facility was assigned the
probing is a reactor plant that
The ship would literally be
theoretically could drive with suspended in mid-air by means responsibility for developing the
great efficiency and great econ- of jets of air all around the propulsion means for getting
omy a huge ocean-going ship, outside directed downward and there.
And everybody knows what's
especially the kind that rides toward the center of the craft
on a cushion of air, the hover- These would create the cushion I happened since 'hp.

•
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"RU FE & BERT'S"
HAS MORE
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Waves of laughter greet Bert and Rufus when
they move their restaurant beach-side. Bob
Denver, Herb Edelman, Joyce Van Patten star.

HOGAN'S HEROS
7:30 P.M. FRI. SEPT. 26
NEW NIGHT WLAC-Tyc

/

SCHULTZ—
YOU GAVE COL. HOGAN
A GOOD BEHAVIOR
PASS TO PARIS?

SURE, KLINK.
I TOLD SCHULTZ
I'D BEHAVE
REAL GOOD AFTER
I GET BACK.

4te

Bob Crane is a p.o w. who proves
war is hell...for the enemy•
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UNCLE JEFFS HAS THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF PAT AND
ACCESSORIES IN THIS AREA.

Pretend that
you didn't hear

I speed of
Ir.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband was recently elected
president of his lodge. A woman I know came up to me and
said, "Congratulations. So Morris accepted the presidency of
the lodge. That was real nice of him. I heard nobody else
would take it."
.
What answer would you have given her to put her in her
place?
MORRIS' WIFE

MASTER-KO
SNOW WHITE

LATEX
WALL PAINT

DEAR WIFE: If she really didn't know better, her
"place" is in the corner with the rest of the dunces. But If
she actually meant it as a dig, the most effective reaction
would have been a warm "thank you"—as tho her knife bad
missed its target.

MIRO

All Colors

CREOSOTE

DEAR ABBY I was told that in order to be a bridesmaid in a church wedding, you have to be a virgin. Is that
MUST KNOW
true?

aft rive

DEAR MUST: No. [Fortunately.1
DEAR ABBY: Please print this. I want to clip it out and
send it to my boss's wife when it appears:
Dear Mrs.
Welcome home! You went away for most of the summer
and left your husband all alone saying your children needed a
vacation. What did you expect your husband to do? Go home
to an empty house every night, heat up a TV dinner, and curl
up with a good book?
I work for him. He was lonesome. He asked me to have
dinner with him and I said yes. I also asked him to have
dinner with me and he said yes. I cooked for him at HIS
house, and mine, too. We had a ball.
But you don't have to worry. Nothing serious happened.
I'm not the type to steal another woman's husband, altho it
wouldn't have been too hard.
And now I am going to give you a tip you really don't
deserve. You have a wonderful husband. STAY HOME AND
TAKE CARE OF HIM. He needs you more than your
childreiriiberTIMISOuntati -air. The next girl may want to
SQUARE SHOOTER
play for keeps.
DFAR SQUARE SHOOTER: Thanks for your letter. A
word to the wise ...!

6

D5

DEAR ABBY: I have a relative who loves to play gin
rummy. When HE wins he says it's 65 per cent skill and 15
per cent luck. When the other fellow wins he says it's 85 per
cent luck and 15 per cent skill.
The problem is that he is a very poor loser and when the
game is over and he has lost he always wants to play one
more hand, "double or nothing."
I don't like this, but I don't want to look like a poor sport
so I go along with it.
What can a person do when he's put on the spot this
NO GAMBLER
way?
DEAR NO: Get off the spot by saying

RT'S"
E

SEPTEMBER 26, 1969

Lrr

A all new
I in June,

!6

FRIDAY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

no dice."

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." send $1 to Abby, Box 6$744, Los Angeles, CaL WON.

WHITE

EXTERIOR

99c

CHEKR BRAND
1910.
LARGE SELECTION
OF SPRAY PAINT

9x12
only
88mg

OLD MASTERS

ANTIQUEING
PAINT

130 mg

Salicylamide
Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 753-1231

$2.69Gal.
FIVE GALLONS

SPRAY
PAINT

D&S CAPSULES

Phenyitolosamine Citrate

TOUGH KOTE RED

BARN PAINT

ER

Each Capsule Contains:

WHITE

ROOFING TAR
& CEMENT
sic

Farmers May
Overlook
Income Source

Sedative for Temporary
Relief of Simple
Nervous Tension

ISM"

Reg. $3.95

other non-farm enterprises.
A Farmers Home Administration county supervisor helps
farmers to develop a farm and
home plan so they can make
the best possible use of their
resources and increase their income.
Howard 0. Paschall, oounty
supervisor for Graves County
said that about 60% of the coMany farmers in Calloway
unty's operating loan budget
County who operate small
for FY 69 went to aid partinobtain
also
who
but
banns,
time farmers. Paschall also said
come from an outside source,
that " if the loan is well planmay be overlooking a good opned with definite income obportunity to increase their farm
jective in mind, this type of
income. The Farmers Home Adloan can be one of the best
ministration, a farm credit agInvestments a part-time farmency, provides financial assister can make."
ance to small part-time farmThe interest rate on operaters. These loans are made as a
ing loans is 6 5/8% and the reProLoan
Operating
the
of
part
payment period may be schegrsum.
a period up to 7
Moaners who qualify for this duled for
type of loan may use the mon- years.
information can be
ey to pay operating expenses, Further
the Farmers
from
obtained
or
livebuy
to
reliance debts,
Office,
Administration
Home
stock and equipment. Suc h
7th Street, Mayfield,
loans may also be used to estab- 403 South
lish or expand recreational or Kentucky.

$1.49

awe imwoos

Get The Desired Color Without
guying An Expensive Kit
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& Deck Enamel
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Last Of New Shows And Baseball
Play offs Hit TV Screen This Week
"Lassie" starts its 16th con-

By JACK GAVER

NEW YORK (UPI)— The week when the collie helps a wolf
brings the last of new and old family threatened with extenciibir premieres osa the CBS and hon.

season on CBS with
in which Leonard

episode

1 imoy

joins the team

as a

* * *

; egular.
Cast-headers

MONDAY

NBC's new daytime, MondayCBS introduces a new situaough-Friday, programs:
fatir daytime game shows, re- tion comedy, "To Rome, with i
"Sale of the Century," Jack
IS-lacing with three new games Love." John Forsythe plays a
widowed American college pro- ; elly is master of ceremonies.
and one drama serial.
NBC's coverage of the start Lessor who accepts a post in ' he shopping savvy of three

ABC

'of

championship

playoffs

in Rome

4:

Details for Sept. 28-Oct.

and

takes

his

three

"Face

the

has

Mrs,

Jr.

widow

on

CBS

Martin Luther

King

Nation"

of

the

slain

civil

rights leader, as guest,
A CBS news special is "A
Conversation

Dean

with

Ache-

son." The former secretary of
State discusses his career with
correspondent Eric Sevareid.

TELEVISION

the

Bennett and

Temptations.

'Ile

music-comedy

hour

cal numbers.

SCHEDULE

ABC introduces its ambitious
"The Survivors" series,created

,

x-6:30 p.m.,
and guests ROY

ing
various

Los

Angeles

patrol

car

x4

p.m.

TUESDAY

KATHERINE ROSS star

1

Walter.

Jessica

and

pared

A

40 Handles
43 Symbol for
tellurium
45 Hebrew
month
47 Sows
48-Color
49-Grain

30 Prepared for
publication
32 Word of 10.10.*
33 Church service
36 Armed conflict
37 Army man

"NBC

aging.

from

him

Tuesday

PEANUTS

Night at the

Movie" screens "The Shakiest
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to last

week

all

refpre- 300-500

:›ackage

lb.

328.00-32.50, one

462 lb

relectrie

Phone

Arthur

Watts

753-9212.

$33.00, mixed

Good and 9hoice $25.5028.00.
HEIFERS: Choice 500.700 lb.
$26.00-28.00, one lot 540 lb.
$28.75, mixed Good and Choice StanClitiritv Gotx1 —$20.00.
324.00-26.00, Good $22,00-24.00, 23.00.
Standard 319.00-22.00. Choice STOCK COWS: -Mixed Good
300-500 lb. $27.50-29.00, one pac- and Choice cow and calf pairs
kage 315 lb. $213.75, mixed Good $220.00-252.50.
and Choice $25.00-28.00, for

of

714151560N610mONEOF
THOSE DUMB DAYS LJHEN I 5AY
Puha THINGS, AND Do DNB THINGS
AND EVEMNE TELLS ME
DLATI

opt_.
r
.cor

Welby,

out

NEW ROOF EASY'—Apply Hy 196834 HONDA 450, good con- 1
Inas Fibrated Asphalt Alumi- dition, only $600.00. Phone 753j
num. Let us show you how &any 6853.
bo apply, how it stops leaks and
does the job for only 3 cents a MAKE A RUG, braided nylon
square foot. Ask about the spec- wool, ready to be put together.
ial 20 gallon drum price. Hugh- Young evergreens for landscapes Paint Store, 401 Maple St. ing. Phone 753-5954 after five
S-26-C
Oct.-3-C p. m.

LOST & POUND
ST: Four year old female
lemon spotted pointer bird clog.
With her is a three months old
male pup. In Lynn Grove vicinity. Phone 433-5455 or 753-7139.
51-27-C

by Charles M. Schulz

DumB

Gun in the West," starring Don
ANDY

Pail'MLA

POR SALE

Peanuts®

immune to diseases

prevent

and

50 River
Germany
54 Period of tirrie
56-Cravat
57 Anglo Saxon
money
58 Corded cloth
61 Naar

young

man's blood has qualities that
make him

this

world of fantasy into reality.
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I NEVER DO AWTHiN6
SMART ON A DumB DAY_

HOME, AND 6o To BED...

"The

in the drama of

a

McCLURE, and

family trying to lead

Movie
Moyle
Movie
ABC News

Virginian" on

NBC at

prison probationers

by

them

letting

work

on

V-24,

a

star.
The

Glen

Campbell hour

on

Bill Medley.

The "Medical Center" tale on

Mai

CBS involves the case of an injured

youth

who

appears

to

have been the victim of a beat-

the

"Music

Hall " is

theatrical
of
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Club
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Grant.
On "Then Came Bronson" on
NBC
the

Bronson gets involved

in

competition between a 16and

year - old

her

Abbie 'N Slats
I AM PREPARED TO MAKE
AN OFFER TO YOU, MR.COBBS.
AN EVEN EXCHANGE.'THIS
1913 MOOEL FOR

THURSDAY
Former

by R. Van Buren

attractive

widowed mother.
heavyweight

boxing

A BRAND NEW
/969 PELL/XE ROLLS
ROYCE." IT RETAILS

oR

27,500

ONLY
IT'S WORTH
COSTS ME ELEVEA1 A FORTUNE
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<
DOLLARS

(BUT THIS CAR

T' FIX

UP,'
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and

a hunted

helps
son

his

escape

COMPANY,

SIR—WELL,
CIO WE HAVE
A DEAL,'

star for NBC's "Daniel Boone."
slave

'69 GTO Tempest Custom 4-Door
Sedan
'67 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr. Hardtop

,
• oil

participate.

Boone's

All power and air.

in

SURE

%.•
••••

champ Floyd Patterson is guest

'69 Cadillacs (2) Sedan DeVille

top

b

••

Berle. Bishop Sheen, Alan King,
Jack

Benny, Red

HE'LL_ BE HEADING BACK THERE)
IN ABOUT POUR HOURS
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HOW TO
Woollsommo
.
GET TO
THE POST
OFFICE •

CBS has George Burns, Sarah
Vaughan and

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

ranch. William Windom is guest

"roast"

New '69 Models
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Hell." Townspeople object to rehabilitating

ing.
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7:30 p.m. has "halfway back to
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WEDNESDAY

down a suspect

x-Pald advertisement.

Power

24 kiln
25 Railroad
(ebb,
26 Weight of
India

seabed dome's steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Lettermen singing group. teacher of tits son.
the
$17.50-20.00, few high stressing
"AraThe
NBC
movie
is
There is a Sheriff Deadeye
$21.50, Cutter $18.0047.50, Canbesque," starring Sophia Loren ner $15.00-16.O0.------------sketch.
"MOvie of the Week" on ABC and Gregory Peck.
SLAUGHTER BULLS. Ultlity
ABC's weekly college football to Good over 1000 lb. $23.00offers a new film made for
game preempts "The Hollywood 24.00, Cutter and lighter weights
video, "The Immortal," with
Barry Sullivan, Chris George, Palace." Mississippi plays Ala-, $29.00-28.00.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
Carol Lynley, Ralph Bellamy bama at Birmingham.

8 1"Sheiv reserleioah9 1=
10 1 "'V'""t
12 1.1."7.4

tome
23 Maley canoe

becomes
romanRed Skelton on CBS cavorts MacMurray
with actor Walter Brennan and tically interested in a substitute

a normal We in the midst of the Civil War.
Green Acres
Lawrence went snow
Johnny Cash MOW
Petticoat Junction
icemen Cash Show
Death Valley Days
8111 Anderson lihosr
News; Wthr.i Saone
Su& Owens Show
Marly Robblns
AtirrnIX
Moyle:
.
,
FT.Tvir Mason
,
Zzlileow Sky"
i
ll: '
I il :
"Daisy K-itoyort"
Mie:
ov
"Guns of the
Timberland-

"Lancer" episode

CBS

has Stephanie Powers as guest
in the role of a wild young
delinquent who is placed in
Scott Lancer's custody.

All-Star Writhing
The Dating Gam.

JAMES STEWART, DOUG

Ch. 4

ways with the

various

ANT

Murray Livestock
Market Report

M.D." the doctor tries to bring

officers tracking

wanted for crimes in a lovers' lane.
William
ultiscl". Gilir°W
Shaw7
‘e!a rij
7 :
43 Andy
sm-ii

is

aspects of love.

The

MARTIN MILNER and KENT McCORD star

V7:30 p.m.
, t..h. 4

Style"

American

new ABC series. Two to four
ketches on each program deal-

ROGERS and DALE EVANS, ANTE JOHNSON,

TONY JOE WHITE, and DONOVAN.
---,,. :00 Lester Fiatt Show News; iNthrt Sports
0 10 Andy William Show The Jackie Gleason

scene;

International

"Love,

nr,e4

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Ch. 4
An hour of music and comedy, with

novelist Harold

best-selling

I.Sherp pain
5-Game
Phrlw3 on
h..wwsbac
9-Chart
12.11fin0like
13-Lager
14-Everyone
11, Newest
17-Preposition
18-Also
19-The svreetsop
21.Famed
23-Forewarnings
27-Press. claws
28-More unusual
29-Femele rub
31-Male sheep
34.8one
35-Requites
38-Note of scale
39-Unrt of Siamese
Currency
41 Declare
42-Specks
48-Sun god
46-Uneasy
48-Diving bird
51-Act
52-Intet
k3 French
article
55 Newspaper
executive
59.Perform
60 Wire nail
62-Ireland
63-Aftormat e
64-Consumes
65-Harvest
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7-Parcel of land
8 River in Siberia
9-Substance
10-Century plant
11 -Walk wearsly
16-Cubic meters
20 Wandered
22 Hypotheticat

1988 HILL-CREST 12' x 60' all
FOR "a job well done feeling" electric mobile home. Carpetwithcarpes
Blue Lustre ed living and bedroom. Locatshampooer $1. Bis ed in Coach Estates. Phone 753IC.
S-27-C E1502.
5-30-C
SPINET
PIANO,
new
$470.00,
DOWN
5 years to pay. Lonarclo Piano THREE MONTHS old registerSisters" on ABC.
1.Crony (colloo)
Co., your complete Music Store, ed female Bassett. Has shots.
SATURDAY
2.A state (abbr.)
across
from post office, Paris, $30.00. See at 805 Vine Street,
ends
with
no
ties,
If the season
3-Man's nickname
S-29-P
Tenn,
Baldwin
Piano and Or- phone 753-5110.
4-More
imposing
two definite divisional winners
gam
for
church
or
home.
5-Communion
GOOD BLACK AND white TV,
in each league, there will be a
plate
Dietz by United Feature SyndiCata, Inc.Zis
poster bed, chest of drawers,
video doubleheader on NBC.
6-Preposition
two end tables, round top trunk.
"ABC's Wide World ofSports"
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' it 43', Phone 753-4814 or see at 1302
covers the Gold Cup power boat
located at University Heights Olive Blvd.
5-29-C
VEALERS: Choice 300-500 lb
Diegro,
championship at San
calves $24.00-26.00, mixed Good Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291
Calif., and the national paraafter
10:00
a.
m.
Oct.-4.0
and Choice $22.50-24.00. Choice
100 PER CENT Llewellin and
chuting championships at Tuc180-270 lb. $34.00-37.00, mixed
English, Johnny Crocket breedson, Ariz.
Good and Choice $30.00-34.00, FULL BOX springs and mattress ing, Setter puppies. Beautiful
Andy Williams' guests on NBC
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Sep- few Standard to low Good $22.- wih metal frame, $25.00. Utility healthy elitely bred. Whelped
Kate Smith, Johnny
will
be
tember 23, 1969 — Murray Live- 00-27.00.
table, $1.00.
Child's
rocker, May 23 and June 1. Papers to
Cash, Jonathan Winters and the
LtDERS: STEERS: C h oice $2.00. Platform rocker, $10.00. register. 306 South 11th Street,
stock Actition.
First Edition musical group.
to
few Standard
CATTLE: 383; CALVES: 2'7; 326.50-28.00
Two end tables,
$5.00.
6000 Murray Ky., night phone 753"My Three sons" has its seaCattle weighed on arrival. Com- low Good $20.00-23.00. Choice
0-2-P
BTU, GE air conditioner, $75.00 3301.
sonal premiere on CBS. Fred

Hall 's Comet, due to appear
in 1986, appears every 76.iil
y ears.

rich, jet set characters featiiramerican Carlyle leaking
Ralph Bellamy as
ing
head of the clan, Lana Turner
as his daughter, Kevin McCarthy as her husband, George
Hamilton as the son.

Pigskin Preview
Superman
NCAA Football:
Jannv Quest
Auburn vs.
Popery* Show
Tennessee
Salvor
NCAA Football
Mister Masao
NCAA Football
Spooning Life
NCAA Football
Outdoors
Fall City FNMA. Show ISCAA Football
Turn On
..f... Wide World of Sports
Wide World of Sports
Turn On
Wide World of Sports
All-Star Wrestling
Show'

-.Bros'
Wagoner
1
.
° '.
,:i0,1.,

y

obbins.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

5

Replaces

viewers.

in by

* * *

jokes

"Mission: Impossible" begins "The Match Game."

, SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
conversation in

1

out

act

panelists

sent

t

I
I
is
A
ii
3
A
'I

HOLL YWOOD(UPI)— Robert
Webber will play the tough
federal agent in the movie
version of "The Great White
Hope" starting Jaines Earl Jones.

"Letters to Laugh-In," CeleI rity

Agri. Science in Action
Black
:30 Agri. USA
Casper Cartoons
rig
:130 Heckle and Jeckle The Jetsons
Samson
Buss Bunny
I
:30 Show
Cattanooga Cats
0
.00 Here Comes Grump if 0411d RUMS!'
Dastardly & Nuttier Cattanooga Cars
0
30 The Pink Panther
Penelope PlIstop
Hot wheels
:00 H. R. Pufnstuf
,1%
SCooby Dots W11•70 The Hardy Boys
7 .30 Banana Sputa
o :03
0
0 i Actventur• Hour
it:
trArchie Comedy Skyw. tiortsuiliver
Taenbo
TM Menkees -..--- ----f-entestic Voyage
Americao Bandstand
Week.cloalil
Wacky Rama
1 1 1 Thl'sro:F

12

lives

will :Say.
"

that

1

Laredo
ie
,o) Basebell
:30 Baseball
:0 Baseball
:30 Baseball
:1110 Baseball
:30 Baseball
:00 Hugh X. Lewis
:311 Kitty With

te

Webber's role

that examines priof stars. Replaces

show

''Eye Guess."
"Bright Promise," a drama

feature sketches as well as must-

:00 News: Wthr ; Sots. Nvrins: Wthr ; Soort, News. Wthr.
: Sports
:30 Wish Chaparral
Let's Make a Deal
Get Smart
7 :00 High C napa r tr. I
Bunch
The Good Guys
The Brady
•
:30 Na,,,. of the GameHogan's Heroes
Mr Deed. Goes to Town
0 :110 hens.. of the Game Movie,
Here Comes the Brides
0 :30 Name of the Game ''Guns of Navarone ' Here Cornes the Brides
aft
:00 The Saint
Part II
Jimmy Durente Pre
7 :30 The Saint
Movie
The Lermiz.r. Sisters
1 are :0 News; *Mr.; SOts News: nth,; Snorts News: Whir: Soor's
I V :311 The Tonight Show Perry Masco
Perry
"Sewn Sinners"
1 1 :0
3::
'
Ph°
e 1
-Cm
onlrottt thhocr:
yy tiasch
aeon
Movse
1 7 :410 The Untouchables Perry Mason
Joey Blehoo Show
•Ite :30 TM UntouchOres Moyle:
Joey Blshoo Show
Jeer Bishop Show
1
Moyle

.

a.nel

*

Comedy

Droppers."

"Name
]

* *

"Personality."

i eries dealing with faculty and
modern state uniCBS. The ' tudents of a
ersity. Replaces "You Don't
variety

6

6

eplaces

Leslie Uggams Show"

makes its bow 013
singing star has a

711114---TV
IVLAC—T%
SVII X — TV
ammo., 4
aliened $
Chanuel 8
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

:oo

HOLLYWOOD

ntestants is tested each day.

,

headlined by Barbara Streisand,
Red Skelton, Tony

SUNDAY

as

(UPI)—Steve
Forrest, Vera Miles and Jack
Elam will head the cast of
Disney's "Newcomers" filming
in Jackson Hole, Wyo.

networks. NBC knocks out

baseball is slated to begin Oct. daughters along.
Ed Sullivan starts off another
4. Although it could start Oct.
CBS season
with a program
3.

ACROSS

mer

SEPTEMBER 26, 1969

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- -ForTexas rodeo champion
James D. Rucker, who made his
Hollywood debut in 'I he
Graduate," has been added to
the cast of -False Witness."

FRIDAY

KENTUCKY

TIME.

Added darter

I Is fourth

CBS ;in

video season on

secutive

&

to

freedom.
Carol Burnett is the guest on
Nabors show

the Jim

for CBS

Diahann Carroll, Bob Darin,
David Steinberg and the Blood,
Sweat and Tears musical group

out
your
$i
WE
lion
view
lake,
TO
with
In .
see.
YUL
and
753Yo
Iron
75S-

appear on "This is Tom Jones"

a brier".

for ABC.

'67 Ford Fairlane Convertible

ONE

The CBS movie will be "The
Sandpiper,"

Automatic. "Red as a fox".

starring

Mu

Elizabeth

Taylor and Richard Burton.

'66 Oldsmobile Delta 4-Door Sedan
Power and air. "Slick

as a hound's tooth".

Sebastian

ron
and

'67 Pontiac Catalina 4-Door Sedan
Double power. "It's a honey".

'63 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr. Hardtop
"New as a new broom".

'62 Cadillac 62 Sedan

Handelman,

'62 Oldsmobile 88 4-Door Hardtop
"Clean".

Newhart
help out

place.

Martin on his NBC hour.
FRIDAY

•
room,

NBC

not been established.
"Blind Man's Bluff" is presented on NBC's "The Name of

West Main Street

by an acid - throwing

blinded
hoodlum

seeks

to

use People

magazine in his plan to get back

Murray, Ky.

by Al Capp

"King

David" story on

5A POVERTYSTRICKEA/ L/
MRPERIPWAO
, PORK ANL>0EA A/5
:

ONLY Ov CHRISTMAS!
OTHER KIDS
HAD ITEVERY
DAY-

BUT NOW I'M THE PORK
AHD BEAM KING!! NOT
THAT I WANT TO BE A
SWINE ABOUT THIS—

—BUT MOW THEY'LL
(-AVE TO
PRICES,FOR TI-IEIR

DAILY PORK AHD
BEANS!!

(-wE's Z./ V/A#6 /A/ THE
tASTOM/TuRY!!—
DOESN'THE KNOW IT'S
BEEN REPLACED AS THE
FAVORITE AMERICAN
45H-BY PIZZA ?=)

elect
nmdi
GE
there
the

b

The 1
nauld
for th
provi.

cusations it a testimonial din-'
that the honored guest was

out b

expan
three
she
there
Shown
Call 7

wr•

NBC's "Bracken's World" deals
with an aging female star's ac-

tier

Um*

Lil' Abner

will have baseball play-

offs if the division leaders have

The

Sanders & Purdom

foot

Bob

at his assailant.

GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES ,

room,

Valente

Cater Ma

Dean

s!

My-

The Game." A district attorney

All power. "Rough as a cob, cheap as dirt".

Power and air

Cabot, Stanley

C1.514)3111fN

!

responsible for her failure.
Singer
dian

Glen Campbell, comeArte Johnson and the Let.

termen
Durante

I

:
LP

are guests on "Jimmy
Presents

the

Lennon

...

4:311a.
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FRIDAY
AUTOS POE SALO

AUTOS FOR SALO

SEPTEMBER 26.
FOR RENT

1968 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan with factory air and power. 1988 Buick Skylark with factory air and double power.
Console in floor, bucket seats.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. S-26--C

1950 FORD pick-up. V-8 en- NICE SLEEPING rooms for
gine, in good condition. Phone boys, one block from campus.
753-4997.
S-28-C Phone 753-8425 or 753-5062.
Sept. 31).0
1960 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 2
door, 283, straight shift, good NICE FURNISHED apartment
second car. Local, must sell for college boys. Phone 753504 North 4th Street, Murray 7381 days, 753-5108 after 3:00
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
HELP WANTED
S-26-F
TFC
IGIL1 WANTED
mReal IWO* Far Saki
Lour door hardtop with factory
NOTICS
NOTICE!
air and power. 1967 Chrysler '52 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon, ROOMS for two boys $25.00 per
JUST LISTED: nine-mom brick
300 four door hardtop with fac- fair condition, $50.00. Call 753- month. 224 South 15th., 253house on two acres, two miles
tory air and all power. Cain and 2.828 after 3:30 p. m.
5974.
S-25:p
from Murray. Price reduced,
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner. of
S-26-P
TWO-BEDROOM brick veneer,
6th and Main.
FOX MEADOWS: The preatigs
S-26-C
North 17th. Real sharp.
name in mobile home livina.
SERVICES OFFERED
1968 PONTIAC four door hardMost spacious lots available in
THREE-BEDROOM tri-level on
top with factory au and power.
this area. All city utilities. Litek
Poplar. Central heat. Lots of
Green with black vinyl roof. WILL CONTRACT new houses. tied to families. Enjoy the carerepair
General
work
_ Turn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
and
addistorage. in perfect condition.
1966 Chevrolet Impala two door
free life of a mobile home loNo experience necessary, will train you. Right young
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood dehardtop. V-8 automatic with tions. Phone 733-3388.
cated in the best of suburban
Oet.-10C
ON BELMONT, 3 bedrooms,
man can grow into an excellent position. College applilivered to their wood yard in Paris. Tenn. For more
power steering. Cain and Taylocations. Phone 753-3835 for
centre/ heat and air.
cations welcomed. Call 753-3763 and ask for Mr. Newton
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
information call or come in to see Joel Sills or Roy
reservations. Office at 104
LOW
PRICED
house
with
beauand Main.
from 10:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. to arrange for interview.
S-28-C
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.
South 9th.
S-21PC
tiful lot on North 16th Street.
s26e
1965
OLDS
four
88
door hardREAL CUTE 3-bedroom in BagNEW VACANCY: single or doutop with factory air and double
well Manor.
ble rooms for boys, refrigerete
power. 1966 Chevy H Nova sta3-BEDROOM in Meadow Green
or. One block from campue.
tion wagon. Cain and Taylor
Private parking. Phone 7*
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Acres, central heat.
Real Estate Per Sete
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
6243.
4-BEDROOM on College Terrace,
0-14
A CHOICE HOME and 52 acres FOURZEDROOM House:
Main.
S-26-C
At the central heat and air.
P.O. Box 1090
TWO
Paris.
Of fine land on Highway 121, present time
-BEDROO
M furnished aTenn. 38242
we have three ex- 3-BEDROOM on South 11th with
1965 FALCON two door sedan,
partment. Zimmerman's ApartIn Coldwater. The residence is cellent buys in
ROACHES
four bedroom inctlele apartmenL
automata',
cylinder.
6
1981
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
a specious 3-bedroom brick in brick houses.
Carry Germs
One of them has 2-BEDROOM, central best and
Buick LaSabre four door se
753-6609.
a beautifully landscaped set two bedrooms down,
S-29-C
SPIDERS
with bath, air, 2 baths, on Shady Lane.
dan. Double power. Local car
ling. The farm land is top qual- living room,
Are Poison
kitchen with built- INCOME PROPERTY on MilTWO - BEDROOM trailer at
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station
ity for 'Mang cattle, with wo- in range, dishwasher
FOE SALM
TERMITES
HELP WANTED
and dis- ler, private entrance upstairs.
;Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
Corner of 6th and Main.
ven wire fences, a fine stock posal, family mom
Eat
Your
Home
with fire- 3-BEDROOM on She-Wa Court, GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes 10 and WANTED. Waitress,
Phone 753-8673.
S-30-C
S-28-C
janitor
barn and deep well. With black- piece, and utility.
Upstairs are central air.
12, Jr. Petite, sizes 3 and 5. Wo- and cook. Phone 753-4953.
top frontage on 3 sides, this is two more bedrooms
Locally
owned
and operat NEWLY decorated 3-room cot1964 FORD Fairlane station waand bath 4-BEDROOM on Magnolia, cen- men size 9. Phone 753-1518.
potential development property, plus an enormuos
S-39-C gon.
amount of tre/ heat and sir.
1963 Olds 88 four door ed for 20 years. We can be tage, air conditioned, electric
S-27-C
and priced right.
reached 24 hours a day.
heat. Two blocks from college,
storage space. It has central 4-BEDROOM on South 7th, full
hardtop with double
power.
WANTED
MAN
Stella
Feed
by
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home heat and air and
SEVEN-PIECE
couples
only. Call 753-1589.
living
room Mill. Please contact mill in per- Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
is great in basement with fireplace.
Call Today For FREE
in Westwood, on sloping lot. every way.
IN GATFSBOROUGH. two 3- suite. Bought new in March. son.
S-26-C
S-27-C Corner of 6th and Main. 5-28-C
Inspection
It has a large living room, den,
bedrooms with central heat and Three-piece bedroom suite with
located
ANOTHER
a
one
on
is
Phone
753-3114
TWO
kitchen with all the built-ins,
-BEDROOM furnished 'a1966 PLYMOUTH four door menew box springs and mattress.
air.
Member Chamber of
partment. All utilities furnish2 ceramic tiled baths, carpeted beautiful shady lot and has a
' dan with power steering and
4-BEDROOM on Johnson, cen- TV, 17-inch screen, in good conroom,
kitchen,
family
study,
Commerce and Builders
ed. Available Oct. 1, 1969. Call
throughout, central heat and
brakes. 1962 Chevy II Nova two.
dition. All for $300.00. Call 436EMPLOYMENT
tral heat and air, 2 baths.
Association. LCP-195
753-5489.
air, utility room and carport. living room, dining room and
door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
5-26-C
5830.
OPPORTUN
4
1TC
-BEDROO
ITIES
M in Canterbury. See
Call us to see this good home. bath down and four bedrooms
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
this French Provincial.
Immediate
APARTME
possesbath
up.
NT
and
for
rent.
Couple
ONE ILB-7 Allis-Chalmers DoTENNESSEE FARM-158 acres,
Main.
5-26-C
at
3-BEDROOM
or one man only. Apply in peron
Hermitage. zer. Garwood lift, full
5 miles west of Crossland, on sion on this one.
diesel
This
one
son after 4:00 p. m. No phone
is
a
ONE-STOR
bedroom
beauty.
This
four
Y:
1967 CAMERO. Gold with black
MURRAY STATE
start. Call 753-8868 during day
Jones Mill Road just south of
3-BEDROOM on Story, central or
calls. Dill's Trailer Court at
vinyl roof. Console in the floor.
753-3470 at night.
State Line. 120 acres cleared brick is all on one floor. It has
UNIVERSITY
heat and air.
Murray Drive-In Theatre.
kitchen,
room,
baths,
living
two
1961 Buick Invicta with facland; 30 acres in bottom; and
3-BEDROOM on Keeneland, cen- 350 KAWASAKI motorcycle,
tory air and all power. Cain
S-21K
90 acres sowed down. This land utility, study and carport. In•
tral heat and air.
only 1900 miles, still in warPlasm 7334014
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornhas been limed past year, ridge eluded in the low purchase
TRAILER SPACE. Stella Trig,/ .
IN KINGSWOOD, 3-bedroom ranty. Must sell. _ Phone 753of 6th and Main.
5-26-C
land 7.9 tons per acre; bottom price is air conditioners, drapes,
en Park. Phone 753-2493.
central beat and air, all carpet. 59/1T-1K.ii five p. m.
appliances
outside
kitchen
and
,
Loritne-Win
S-2'7-P
Position
.
MIA
It.
now
openip
the
land 4 tons per acre. Call us
1963 FORD Galaxie 500 four
S-272
Located
to
house.
storage
close
following areas:
for details.
door sedan. Local car. 1949
terrific the way we're sell- '
groceries and schools, immed- DUPLEX on Dodson, 3 bedNEW
NEW 3-BEDROOM
CAFETER
BRICK
duplex,
IA
brick, in
two
bedChevy pick-up truck. 1961 Buick
ing Blue Lustre to clean rugs.rooms on each side.
room. Stove and refrigerated'
City School district. Has living iate possession on this one.
CUSTODIANS
Skylark with factory air. Two
and upholstery. Rent shampoBEAUTIFUL
3
-bedroom
THREE-BEDROOM
Bricks:
km
We
PROFESSI
ONAL
furnished.
mom, kitchen-dining area, utiliresidentAlso trailer. Phone
1411BOREFLS
door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
Kingswood, central beat and oer $1. Western Auto Store.
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray. 753-6931.
ty room, 1% ceramk tiled have several of these. One has
5-27-C
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Home of "The Wishing Well"
air.
bedrooms,
baths,
three
livtwo
References. Free
baths, central heat and air, fulestimates.
Main.
5-26-C Phone
•
48 ACRES of real fine cropland,
recreafireplace,
room
ing
THREE-R
with
OOM
unfurnished 4tv
753-3488.
ly carpeted, carport and patio,
21-C
la mile from Murray.
plea, electric heat. Phone 7531961 OLDSMOBILE, $100.00.
on good lot and convenient to tion room, kitchen with all
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs
LIGHT HAULING. Call after 1246 or see at 503 Olive.
Tappan built-ins, central heat 133 ACRES on Irvin Cobb Road.
1961 Corvair, $100.00. 1960 Ford
Shopping Center. Priced below
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
Apply:
4:00,p. m., 753-7174.
and air, carport and earner lot. 60 ACRES north of Penny.
5-29-C
S-27-C
$100.00. Gain and Taylor Gulf
$20,000.00.
Your complete music store.
Personnel
Departmen
t
20 ACRES in bottom near Mur13% ACRES with a 3-bedroom BRAND NEW is this one that
Station.
Cdrner
Across from post office, Paris,
of
6th
WILL
and
Main.
KEEP
Administration Bldg.
babies or small UNFURNISHED two - bedrocim
ray.
brick veneer home, on Highway has two baths, entry hall, utilTenn.
S-26-C children in my home. Phone duplex apartment. Phone 753(second floor)
2-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,
room,
ity
den,
kitchen
with
121, one mile west of Cold753-8898.
H-S-20-C
S-27-C 5517.
built-ins, central heat and air, 1% miles from Murray.
1968
CHEVROLET
Caprice
water. This home is on a slopMurray State University
carpeting, carport and good 3-ACRE LOT on Penny Boad, VINYL UPHOLSTERED living
four-door
engine,
hardtop.
WILL
V-8
STAY in home with el- TWO-ROOM efficlency aparting yard and the land is well
Murray, Kentucky
storage space. Owner will trade. 3% miles from Murray.
automatic transmission, air-con- dents, or convalescent person. ment for college
room suite, two months old,
drained. This is an ideal small
boas. Tele.:
WE have plenty of new ones 3-.ACRE LOT on Hazel High- $85.00. Bedroom suite with box
ditioning, power steering and .Phone 435-5651.
acreage.
S-27-P phone T53-2863.
S-2119
this
but
way,place
Ls
a
miles
real
bargain
5
from
power
springs
Murray.
brakes.
and
Low
Lomileage.
mattress,
$45.00
IN HAZEL, 3-bedroom frame
$140.00
In
2
used
-ACRE
house.
a
per
THREE-R
lees
week;
For
LOT
than
cal
OOM
to
right
trade
the
See
on
Hazel
air
at
in.
804
HighLight
conditione
green
Broad
with
d}
Extended behome at 5th and Calloway
furnished apartment with
man ages 21 to 32. Approxi- black vinyl roof, $2995.00. Parktween 4:00 and 7:00 p. m.
Streets. Has living room, din- $24,000, you can own this two way, 5 miles from Murray.
vate bath for copies only. 1641'
S-27-C mately 48 hours per week. Must er Ford Used Car Department.
ing room, kitchen, bath utility year old brick. It has three bed- 80 ACRES 5 miles southwest of
Miller Avenue, phone 753-1775.
be a hard worker for this high 7th and Main, Phone 753-5273.
and garage, on nice lot with lots rooms, living room, beautiful Lynn Grove.
VOLKSWAGEN trailer hitch, paying job. Must be honest, deof shrubbery and trees. Price kitchen with all the built-ins. REAL NICE 3-bedroom !rinse like new,
will sell for half pendable, sincere and sober.
Double carport with storage In Almo.
No Jobs to Smalf or Large
reduced for squick sale.
MODERN furnished aparten
house, carpeting, and even the WE HAVE building lots in mot price. Call 753-1705 during the Permanent work. (No job hop- 1963 FORD pick-up, six cylindto be Appreciated
A GOOD CATTLE FARM: 92
one
bedroom, one-half block
day
Econoline.
or
See
492-8264
J.
D.
Murphy
after
drapes
5
are
part
p.
of
pers
m
purplease). Mr. Riley, Paduthe
sectiona of Murray.
Free Estimates
acres near New Providence, on
from campus. See at 1608 Colat Murray Home and Auto
S-27-C cah 444-9622.
S-27-C
Contact:
blacktop, with four room house. chase. It's located on a large FINE HOME on 8 acres et
lege Farm Road. Phone 7=Store. Phone 753-2.571 days and
lot and is convenient to MSU land, 1 mile from Murray. Has
This farm is well fenced with
COUCH. Call 753-5050
S-27-C WANTED-Job Supervisor to 753-3826 nights.
5553 or 762-2757.
S-27-C
0-2-1
)
and
schools.
city
Also
there
are
3
shop
buildings
and
small lake.
woven wire and has lots of watwo baths.
WE NEED new listings. Call us ONE -GERMAN Shepard. regis- supervise and counsel adult en- 1965 CHEVROLET Impala,
FURNISH
ED
ter for stock.
two-b
edroom
a4NEED some income and a nice for an appraisal of your pro- tered, three and one-half years rollees in local Manpower Pro- speed,
partment. Couples only. $125.06
LARGE FRAME home in Ha396. Call 492-8159. 0-1.0
gram.
Person
must
have
had
at
place to 11 v e? Then take a perty, no cost to you until we old, $45.00. Registered English
per month. Phone 753-4599 atzel, 10 rooms, one block from
least one successful year exSetinsen COO a. re.
tea 3:30 p. m.
business section and across look at the duplex located at sell. We appreciate your con- Setters, males and females, perience in building construc- 1968 TORINO GT, 390 engine,
S-294
5110 D. so.
306 N. 6th Street. One side has fidence.
power steering and power brakwhite and orange, white and
street from the Baptist church.
tion
He
must
possess
the
pat2 bedrooms. Living room, kitDUPLEX
es.
black,
Console, automatic shift.
APARTMENT, o n
daughter of champion
This is a lot of home for the
block from University. Each
chen and full bath with tub DUPLEX 3-bearooms, on one Big Coon and son of champion ience, understanding and other Red stripe wide oval tires,
MOIley.
side,
2
bedrooms
personal
on
qualities
the
other
to
enable
him $2395.00. Parker Ford Used Car
apartment completly furnished.
and shower. The other has one
Johnny Crockett. $40 for males,
3-BEDROOM brick home, and
For married couples or fotK
bedroom, with large kitchen, side.
$30 for females. Phone 492- to deal effectively with adults Department. 7th and
Main.
5 acres of land approximately
3
who are inexperienced, unskill- Phone 753-5273.
NOTICE
students. Including cooking fa--:
living room, bath, these apart- -BEDROOM, central beat and 8607 after 5.00 p. m.
S-27-C
S-27-C
4% miles from Murray in the
ed, uneducated and, often, unments are completely separate. air, all carpet, on Kirkwood.
WANTED: Student to share cilities. Phone 753-2649. 5-29-act
Locust Grove and New ProviHas 2-car garage, ideal location IN EAST Y MANOR, 3 bed- WHITE CROWDER peas for motivated...Good salary with 1968 FORD Fairlane, four-door two-bedroom
dence area. If you want a nice
trailer, 4 miles
sedan.
rooms,
freezing.
V-8
Fringe
central
Ready
Benefits.
engine,
heat
now.
automatic from
and air.
Call 443-8465
Phone 489for church, town, school doctor,
Campus. Must have car.
home and acreage this is it.
ON SUNSET Blvd., 3 bedrooms 2520.
this place is priced to sell.
1TP or pak up application forms at transmission, radio and white Call 753-9647.
Priced to sell.
S-26-P
the PAEOC office, 1400 Thomp- wall tires. Low mileage, $1895.WE HAVE a large business beautiful den.
1968 HONDA 125 Scrambler, son
LYNNWOOD ESTATES: 2 miles building
Ave., Paducah, Ky. Equal 00. Parker Ford Used Car Deat Stella.
out Highway 121 now open and.awE
ALL YOUR Real Estate like new, priced to sell. Phone Opportunity Employer. S-27-C partment. 7th and Main. Phone
HAVE a nee office for
needs come by or call GUY 492-8714.
kits are selling. We invite you rent
S-27-C
753-5273.
S-27-C
NOTICE
to drive out and see these finea.wE HAVE several farms, lets SPANN REAL ESTATE AGGREY 12' x 19' Mohawk wool
Good Supply of
1965 OLDSMOBILE four door
ENCY at 518 West Main, Naresidential lots, with and with- of building
rug and pad; Zenith radio cablots. For all your
hardtop. Automatic, air conditional Hotel Building. Business
out trees. Buy now and plan Real
KENTUCKY
inet, mohogany with Provincial
Estate needs you will find
tioned, all power. One owner.
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
your future home, terms if de- It pays
FRIED
CHICKEN
to check with ROBERTS
molding: other household items.
Reasonably low mileage. Phone
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
sired.
ap.
Needs Assistant Manager
REALTY at 505 Main or call
1209 Kirkwood, phone 753-7932.
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 75EWE ALSO HAVE a large selec- Hoyt or
753-2901 and ask for Jeff.
Trainees
Ray Roberts at 753Get yours before the
S-27-C
8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
tion of lots in Murray, Fair- 1651.
Excellent Pay
S-27-C
S-27-C
rain falls.
view Acres, Hazel and on the
For Right Man
H-1TC FOUR BURIAL LOTS in Murlake, priced $1,000.00 and up. HOUSE, now rented for $100.00
ray Memorial Gardens. Lot
College Applications
40.
1962 OLDSMOBILE, 2-door hardTO BUY, see us, TO SELL, list per month, also 1L5' a 150' lot,
C.
139-A 1-2-3-4 in Garden ChristWelcomed
top,
good
condition.
Call
753with us. We are now Licensed zoned for duplex apartment, alus. Phone 753-5302 for informaWANTED TO BUY
Phone 753-3763 between
3695.
S-29-Cin both Kentucky and Tennes- so three-bedroom house locattion.
10:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. m.
S-27-C
Phone 753-4776
WANTED:
Men's or ladies used
see.
ed one block from University.
to arrange Interview
1962 CHRYSLER 300 Coupe.
bicycle. 753-6804.
S-25-NC ANTIQUE dining room suite
FULTON YOUNG Realty, 40, Phone 753-2640.
S-29-C
Extra clean, $375.00. Phone
S-26-C
with six chairs, buffett Hotand Maple Streets. Office phone
436-2323.
WANTED: Used bed
S-29-C
with point refrigerator, set of blond
753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
LINDA PENDERGRASS is now
a:
springs and mattress. Must be end
753
4
9
46,
tables,
H. B. Patter- .HOUSE AND LOT. Lot size 70'
coffee table, Tappan
.11965 MUSTANG, 283 automatic an operator at "The
Young
$4
,
Beauty
good
and
clean.
B.
B.
Dill
753-ion 436.580, Ishmael suipon x 255'. Call between 5:00
transmission. Extra clean. Call Box", 705 Chestnut, five days
p. m 2930 after 4:00 p. m. S-213-C gas range with visual light oven.
All in excellent condition. WANTED: Waitress for week- 753-2434.
and 8:00 p. m., 753-3036, J. W.
753-1534.
0-2-C a week. Wanda Nance (owner
Phone 753-6247.
S-27-P ends. Top pay plus good tips.
H-S-27-C C°Ieman•
S-29-P
and operator) and Linda invites,
Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaur- REPOSSFSSION. 1966
Ford you to call 753-7132 for an apant, Aurora, Ky. Phone 474- Galaxie two door hardtop
pointment.
ONE OF the finer homes in the
S-26.0
1964 HOLIDAY Travel trailer, 2259.
5-29-C Good condition. Make bid. Can
Murray area, on Large lot 123' TWO-BEDROOM frame house
171
/
2
feet
long.
Fully
self
con
be seen at 204 South 4th Street.
a 339'. This home has a living on 1 acre ground, 2% miles
tamed, with extras. Sleeps six. WANTED: Someone to keep Murray, Monday through Fri
room, family room and a 32 east of Murray, $9,000.00. Can
children
my
home.
my
in
Call
Phone 402-8384.
S-20-P
day.
0-2-C
FULL TRUCK LOAD
foot recreation room with fire- 753-3629.
S-26-C
753-8284 after four p. m.
HANDCUFFED to a deputy
place. Also a study or sewing
STATE GRADED feeder pig
S-29-C 1961 CHEVROLET Impala four
(wrist at lefti, -Richard Lee
Remnants, hall runners, bathroom, three full baths, walk
sale every Monday. Sold by
room pieces, some indoor. Clean low mileage. Phone
Tingler, 28, is led to court
WAITRESSES and croks want-ldoor
a.,s_8243.
out basement, 11 large closets, BY OWNER: Four-room frame
pound. Kentuckians Livestock
753-8243.
in Columbus, Ohio, for a sesS-29-C outdoor with hi-density rub753night
ed,
shift,
3
11.
to
Phone
Please
lot.
large
on
house
Market, Owensboro, Ky. Phone
ber rack some jute back,
sion in his trial in the robat Trenhalm's 1969 MACH I. Low mileage
S-26-C
electric heat and central air- 6997.
call in
Joe P. Lamb 492-8527. H-1TC Drive
shags commercial type and
In.Pema
bery slaying of two teenage
conditioning. The kitchen has
5-29-e Phone 753-3815.
5-29-P others. Values
to $8.95 qs. yd.
dairy store employes. He is
GE built-in appliances and
Our price $1.99 and $2.99 sq.
NOTICE
aeimsed in seven slayings in
there is a second. kitchen in
NICE COPPERSKIN sweet poNELP MANTOD
14111.9 WANTED
yd. While it lasts.
all, four in Cleveland.
entertaini
basement
ng
for
the
tatoes. Please bring your conThe lower level of this house
tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
Paschal! Discount House
muld be used as an apartment
Mill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C
Hazel, Ky., Phone 492.9733
for that in-law or rented out to
H-ITF
There
income.
is
extra
provide
twat.
TRUCK LOAD. Remexpansion room for two or
Carrier Corporation's new Murray, Kentucky, plant
nants, hall runners, bathroom
three more bedrooms. The yard
has the following openings.
pieces, some indoor-outdoor
is beautifully landscaped and
FEMALE HELP WANTED
GROUP LEADER/FOREMAN - SHEET METAL
there is a large garden spot.
with hi-density rubber back,
AVON
CALLING. Be among the
Shown by appointment only.
some jute back, shags, commerPRESS SHOP
first to sell our fabulous Christ.
5-28-C
cial type and others. Values to
Call 753-3903.
CHIEF INSPECTOR - FABRICATION AND
ma's line-turn spare time into
$8.95 ces yd. Our price $1.99
ASSEMBLY
MODERN HOUSE with 30 acres
money,- Act now. Call or write:
and $2.99 sq. yd , wh:le it lasts.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Please
contact Paul Engle. General Manager, Carof land. Located in the ProviMrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Paschall Discount House Hazel,
Phone 753-7575
rier Corporation. P.O. Box 30. Murray. Ky. 42071.
dence area. Call after 4:00 p. m.
Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady Grove
Ky.
Phone
402-8733.
S-29.41
492-8336.
S-30-P
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, phone
965-3363.
S-26-C

COOKS !ANTED

•

i0, good con1 Phone 753S-26-C
raided nylon
put together.
for landscapSt after five
S-215-C
12' a 60' all
me. Carpetroom. Locata Phone 753S-30-C

CASH FOR WOOD

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

The Celotex Corporation

old register.
t. Has shots.
Vine Street,
S-29-P
ID white TV,
of drawers,
nd top taunk.
see at 1302
S-29-C
deweilin and
rocket breed.
es. Beautiful
ed. Whelped
1. Papers to
Ilth Street,
t phone 7530-2-P

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

s-27-c

<SIND
old female
ster bird doee months old
Grove vicinor 753-7139
S-27-C

Irs

oet.

411

BLACK TOP PAVING

luniller

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

FOR

RIVER BOTTOM
'
DIRT

Buren
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FORTUNE
TO MY
OM PAN Y,
s--WELL,
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Toy Lee Barnett
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AMMO, to resterday'S Punkt

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Forj00lUEI 0110
1-Parcel of land
ACROSS
Urn MOM OPO
mer Texas rodeo champion
B River in Siberia
ULIMUOI OnNEna
James D. Rucker, who made his 1-Sharp pain
9.Substance
5-Come
MOO OWAVO
10-Cantury plant
Hollywood debut in "The
ti4S,03
OMOU UO3 BUOM
11 Walk wearily
tr$14b*Ck
Graduate,"
‘
.
has
been
added
to
MHO
ONOOM
its fourth season on CBS with
16 Cubic meters
9-Chart
12.Winglike
CVD ORO WEIB 30
20 Wandered
an episode in which Leonard the cast of "False Witness."
13.Lortitr
oonmn ono ow
22 Hypothetical
Nimoy joins the team as a
a. *
14 Everyone
force
moo [107 7300N
1 !" Newest
regular.
23-Malay canoe
000UM 000
17-Preposft on
Cast-headers
MONDAY
24-Kiln
18-Also
UOMOPU MOVO0
sweet
sop
-The
19
25-Railroad
MondayNBC's new daytime,
MU POMO USO
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Steve 21 Famed
(ob& )
SOU WILIOU OMM
through-Friday, programs:
Forrest, Vera Miles and Jack 23-Forewarnings
26 Weight of
"Sale of the Century." Jack Elam will head the cast of 27-Prefix down
India
40 Handles
50-River in
Kelly is master of ceremonies. Disnev's "Newcomers" filming 26-610r, unusual 30-Prepared tor
Germany
43-Symbol for
29-Female ruff
54-Period col time
tellurium
The shopping savvy of three in Jackson Hole, Wiro.
publication
31-Mat, sheep
45
Hebrew
56-Cravat
32 Word of sorrow
contestants is tested each day.
34-80ne
* *
month
51-Angto Saxon
33 Church service
35-Beguiles
Replaces "Personality."
47 Sows
money
POI SAIJI
POR SALM
of
scale
33-Note
Armed
conflict
36
48-Color
58-Corded cloth
"Name Droppers." Comedy
39-Unit of Siamese 37 Army man
49 Grain
61-Near
panel show that examines pri- Webber's role
Hy
currency
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply
1966% HONDA 450, good convate lives of stars. Replaces
Klaus Fibrated Asphalt Alum.1 dition, only $600.00. Phone 753HOLLYWOOD(UPO-Rohert 41-Declare
42-Smocks
"Eye Guess."
num. Let us show you how ere* 6853.
Webber will play the tough 44 Sun god
8-26-C
"Bright Promise," a drama federal agent In the music 46-uoonty
to apply, how it stops leaks and
and
faculty
braided
nylon
MAKE
A
RUG,
with
cents
a
dealing
3
series
does the job for only
version of -The Great White 4B-Diving bird
square foot. Ask about the spec. wool, ready to be put together.
students of a modern state uni- Hope" starring James Earl Jones. 51-Act
52-11Pet
ial 20 gallon drum price. Hugh- Young evergreens for landscapversity. Replaces "You Don't
53- F rent n
es Paint Store, 401 Maple SL ing. Phone 753-5954 after five
Say,"
article
8-26-C
Oct.-3-C p.m.
"Letters to Laugh-In," Cele55 Newspaper
* * *
executive
brity panelists act out jokes
1968 HILL-CREST 12' x 60' all
59-Perform
sent in by viewers. Replaces
Halley's Comet. due to appear 60 Wire nail
FOR "a job well done feeling" electric mobile home. Carpet"The Match Game."
clean carpets with Blue Lustre ed living and bedroom. Locatin 1986, appears every 76.02 62-Ireland
ABC introduces its ambitious e.ars,
63-Affirmative
-Rent electric shampooer $1. Big ed in Coach Estates. Phone 75364-Consumes
"The Survivors" series, created
K.
S-27-C 8502.
S-30-C
65-Hervest
by best-selling novelist Harold
SPINET
PIANO,
new
;470.00,
Robbins. International scene;
DOWN
5 years to pay. Lonardo Plano THREE MONTHS old registerrich, jet set characters featur- Sisters" on ABC.
1 -Crony (cooke.)
Co., your complete Music Store, ed female Bassett. Has shots.
SATURDAY
ing the american Carlyle bank2-A state (abbr.)
across
from post office, Paris, $30.00. See at 805 Vine Street,
ties,
ends
with
no
Bellamy
as
the
season
If
3-Man's nicluume
ing family-Ralph
S-29-P
Tenn.
Baldwin
Piano and Or- phone 753-5110.
4-More
imposing
head of the clan, Lana Turner two definite divisional winners
gans
for
church
or
home.
5-Communion
GOOD BLACK AND white TV,
as his daughter, Kevin McCar- In each league, there will be a
plate
Distr. by United
lure
- te, Inc. 2h
poster bed, chest of drawers,
thy as her husband, George video doubleheader on NBC.
6- Prepont on
two end tables, round bap trunk.
"ABC's Wide World ofSports"
Hamilton as the son.
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' x 45', Phone 753-4814
or see at 1302
"Love, American Style" is covers the Gold Cup power boat
located at University Heighta Olive Blvd.
lb
300-500
Choice
VEALERS:
S-29-C
San
Diegro,
at
championship
four
Two
to
series.
a new ABC
Trailer
Court.
Phone
753-8291
calves $24.00-26.00, mixed Good
sketches on each program deal- Calif., and the national paraafter
10:00
a.
m.
Oct.4C
and Choice $22.50-2A.00. Choice
100 PER CENT Ilewellin and
ing in various ways with the chuting championships at Tuc180-270 lb. $34.00-37.00, mixed
English, Johnny Cnocket breedson, Ariz.
various aspects of love,
Good and Choice $30.00-34.00, FULL BOX springs and mattress ing, Setter puppies. Beautiful
Andy Williams' guests on NBC
TUESDAY
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Sep- few Standard to low Good $22-- wih metal frame, $25.00. Utility healthy elitely bred. Whelped
The CBS "Lancer" episode will be Kate Smith, Johnny
tember 23, 1969 - M.urnay Live- 00-27.00.
table, $1.00. Child's rocker, May 23 and June 1. Papers to
has Stephanie Powers as guest Cash, Jonathan Winters and the stock Acution.
FEEDERS: STEERS: C h owe $2.00. Platform rocker,
Edition
musical
group.
First
$10.00 register. 306 South Ilth Street,
in the role of a wild young
Standard
to
CATTLE: 383; CALVES: 2'7; $25.50-28.00 few
delinquent who is placed in "My Three sons" has its sea- Cattle weighed an arrival. Com- low Good $20.00-23.00. Choice Two end tables, $5.00. 6000 Murray Ky., night phone 7530-2-P
sonal premiere on CBS. Fred pared to last week all repre- 300-500 lb. $28.0032.50, one BTU, GE air conditioner, $75.00 3301.
Scott Lancer's custody.
Phone Arthur Watts 753-9212.
Red Skelton on CBS cavorts MacMurray becomes roman- sented classes steady.
2acicage 462 lb $33.00, mixed
S-26-C_
with actor Walter Brennan and tically interested in a substitute SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility Good and CtwAce $25.50-28.00.
the Lettermen singing group. teacher of his son.
LOST A POUND
$17.50-20.00, few high stressing HEIFERS: Choice 500-700 lb.
The NBC movie is "Ara- $21.50, Cutter $16.00-17.50, Can- $218.00-28.00, one lot 540 lb.
There is a Sheriff Deadeye
year 'old female
._./besque," starring Sophia Loren ner $15.00-16.00.
sketch__ _
$28.75, mixed-06a and Choice Standard to low Good $20.00- LOST: Four
lemon spotted pointer hind dog.
"Movie of-the- Week" on ABC and Gregory Peck.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: utlity $24.00-26.00, Good $22.00-'24.00, 23.00.
ABC's weekly college football to Good over 1000 lb. $23.00- Standard $19.00-22.00. Choice STOCK COWS. Mixed Good With her is a three months aid
offers a new film made for
vicingame preempts "The Hollywood 24.00, Cutter and lighter weights 300-500 lb. $27.50-29.00, one pac- and Choice cow and calf pairs male pup. hi Lynn Grove
video, "The Immortal," with
ity. Phone 435-5455 or 753-7139
kage 315 lb. $29.75, mixed Good $.120.00-252.50.
Barry Sullivan, Chris George, Palace." Mississippi plays Ala- $20.00-23.00.
S-27-C
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND and Choice $25.00-28.00, for
Carol Lynley, Ralph Bellamy bama at Birmingham.
and Jessica Walter. A young
man's blood has qualities that
Peanuts*
by Charles M. Schulz
make him immune to diseases
and prevent him from aging.
PEANUTS
THIS IS GOING TO 5E ONE OF
THIS 15 GOING
fl-AT
I NEVER DO
"NBC Tuesday Night at the
MOSE DUMB PAYS WHEN I SAW'
A
BE
TO
SMART ON A DUMB
Movie" screens "The Shakiest
DUMB THINGS, ANP PO DNS THINGS
PIJM5 DA•L
Gun in the West," starring Don
AND EVERYONE 'TELLS ME I'M DUME3!
Knotts.
On ABC's "Marcus Welby,
!o
M.D." the doctor tries to bring
an autistic child out of this
world of fantasy into reality.
a
WEDNESDAY
"The Virginian" on NBC at
7:30 p.m. has "halfway back to
Hell." Townspeople object to ref-a'
habilitating prison probationers
by letting them work on a
ranch. William Windom is guest
Nancy
by Ernie Busluniller
star.
The Glen Campbell hour on
CBS has George Burns, Sarah
HE'LL BE HEADING BACK THERE)
Vaughan and Bill Medley.
IN ABOUT POUR HOURS j
The "Medical Center" tale on
15111
CBS involves the case of an in\
i
'
r4,
t
jured youth who appears to
ej.
1
have been the victim of a beatOiS

By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)- The week
brings the last of new and old
:Show premieres on the CBS and
-ABC networks. NBC knncks out
*Ur daytime game shows, re.
1tacing with three new games
;find one drama serial.
NBC's coverage of the start
f championship playoffs in
"baseball
is slated to begin Oct.
•:.
,i. Although it could start Oct.
1,
Details for Sept. 28-Oct, 4:
SUNDAY
"Face the Nation" on CBS
has Mrs. Martin Luther King
Jr., widow of the slain civil
rights leader, as guest.
A CBS news special is "A
Conversation with Dean Achee" The former secretary of
'Ante discusses his career with
correspondent Eric Sevareid

"Lassie" starts its 16th consecutive video season on CBS
when the collie helps a wolf
family threatened with extenction.
CBS introduces a new situanon comedy, "To Rome, with
Love." John Forsythe plays a
wiAmed American college prolessor who accepts a post in
Rome and takes his three
daughters along.
Ed Sullivan starts off another
CBS season with a program
headlined by Barbara Streisand,
Red Skelton, Tony Bennett and
the Temptations.
"The Leslie Uggams Show"
makes its bow on CBS. The
singing star has a variety music-comedy hour that will
feature sketches as well as mustCal numbers.
"Mission: Impossible" begins

TELEvisioN scHEDHLE
-Willi-TY
WLAC-11
VNIX-TV
Citaanei 4
Channel S
Channel $
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

.6

:1111 News; Wthr ; Sets News: wthr, Sport' News. Winr., Sports
:30 High Chaparral
Get Smart
Let's Make a Deal
, :le High Chaparral
The Good Guys
The Brady Bunch
•
:30 Name of the GameHogan's Heroes
Mr Deeds Goes to Town
2 :31 Name of the Gen'. Movie:
Here. Ccinws it* Brides
el
:30 Narne of the Game ''Guns of Nayarone" Here Comes the Brides
Part II
rante Pre
Jimmy Detente
The Lerincr. Sisters
es :Ott News; Ifetrir ; Sots News: Wthr
Sow" News: Whir - S or's
V :30 The Tonight Show Perry Mascn
ler
.
P
"Seven Sinners"
1 1 10 T.
te
Iiii*vee
00 The Untouchables Perry Mason
Joey Bishop Show
:30 The Untouchables Movie:
Joey Illstico Shove
hey BIshas Show
/Movie

9 1It 121::
1
III:: st".: Zrrrry, '4"`"
12
-Lisbon"
1 1

SATURDAY- MORNING PROGRAMS
Conversation in
USA
Black
09 Heckle arid Jeckle The Jetsons
of
1
Buss Bunny
:30 Show
a :00 Here Comes Grump Road Runner
Dastardly S. Muttiey
IR
:30 The Pink Panther
H.
,Imre
tui
PSenelcr Pin
B. Ptniiits
' 3°:
l
e
l j Adventure HOUf
TainilsoHheourArchle Comedy
TO
l' - API This Week in .
- The - Monkees
Wacky Pads
II :VI Pro-Football

_6 11 Ai.

9

-I
.

Awn Science in Action
Casper Csrto3ns
Samson
Cattanooga Cots
Cattanoogis Cats
wheels
TrtrHay llo„
Sky
v. Hort:jiii
vef
Fantastic Vcryaga
Anwicart Bandstand

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

Laredo
1O 2 1 Laredo
I
I
as

A
2
2
A
'It

le Baseball
.30 Baseball
:00 Baseball
:30 Baseball
00 Beeebill
:30 Baseball00 Hugh X. Lewis
:30 Kitty Wells
Wilaros.
Wagonerr

5 set, Porter

Pig:skin Preview
Superman
NCAA Football:
Jonny Quest
Auburn vs.
POPeYe Short
Tennessee
Sitioser
NCAA Football
Mister Mao
NCAA Football
SpoortIng Llfri
MCAJI. Poolboll
• Outdoors
Fall City Fishing Snow NCAA 'Football
Wide World of Snorts
Turn On
Wide World of Seats
Turn On
Wide World of Sports
College Show
All-Star Wrestling
CBS News

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
x-6:30 p.m., Ch. 4 An hour of music and comedy, with ANDY
and guests ROY ROGERS and DALE EVANS, ANTE JOHNSON,
TONY JOE WHITE. and DONOVAN.

Mitt,',
6 ',°3e0L-AeryrZlIfinamShSro*,Welewsj'acrir

son

Tts
"-SPaertin:irratling
me

1-7:30 p.m. (AL 4 MARTIN MILNER and KENT McCORD star
as Los Angeles patrol car officers tracking down a suspect
wanted for crimes in a lovers' lane.
velk
d OeMe
Tils
.
esNewlywirci
mo
yt.3
e ,,tilaVisa Gleason
,I10 Andy William ShowTp.,
as
Show
:30Adern-1 2
1
JAMES STEWART, DOUG McCLURE,
X•8 p:111.
Ch. 4

and
KATHERINE ROSS star in the drama of a family trying to lead
a normal he in He midst of the Civil War

as

Movie
'Shenandoah"
andoah"
8 To "She
9 :4° rout
10 1 ,o'I'vvir'"vs
1 11

Green Acres
Petticoat :function
Death Valley Days
News; Wthr.i Sports

Y4civr Sky"
,
11,
11 ';'

i'l'
l
aiVx
r,e
errT
,
Y,
A#kron
Movie:
"Guns of the
Timberland"

4creb.
12 '10 44,v
1

Lowrenct Wets kp.
el
Johnny Cosh Sh3*
JOhnny Cssh Show
13111 Anderson Show
fluor Owens Shrwe
Marty Robbins
Movie:
"Oalsv Kwtvon"
Movie
Movie
Movie
ABC News

x-Pad advertisement.
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New '69 Models
'69 Cadillacs (2) Sedan DeVille
All power and air.

'69_GTO Tempest Custom 4-Door
Sedan
'67 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr. Hardtop
Power and air. "Black as a crow and sharp as
a brier".

'67 Ford Fairlane Convertible
Automatic. "Red as a fox".

'66 Oldsmobile Delta 4-Door Sedan
Power and air. "Slick as a hound's tooth".

'67 Pontiac Catalina 4-Door Sedan
Double power. "It's a honey".

'63 Chevrolet Impala 4-Dr. Hardtop
"New as a new broom".

'62 Cadillac 62 Sedan
All power. "Rough as a cob, cheap as dirt".

'62 Oldsmobile 88 4-Door Hardtop
Power and air. "Clean".

GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES
Sanders & Purdom
Wad Main Street
t-.

Murray, Ky.
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NBC's
"Music Hall " is
the theatrical Friars Club
"roast" of member Milton
Berle. Bishop Sheen, Alan King,
Jack Benny, Red Buttons, Don
Drysdale, Steve Lawrence, Jan
Murray and }fenny Youngman
participate.

The ABC movie is "Walk,
Don't Run," starring Cary
Grant.
On "Then Came Bronson" on
NBC Bronson gets involved in
the competition between a 16year - old and her attractive
widowed mother.
THURSDAY
Former heavyweight boxing
champ Floyd Patterson is guest
star for NBC's "Daniel Boone."
Boone's son helps a hunted
slave and his son escape to
freedom.
Carol Burnett is the guest on
the Jim Nabors show for CBS
Diahann Carroll, Bob Darin,
David Steinberg and the Blood,
Sweat and Tears musical group
appear on "This Is Tom Jones"
for ABC.
The CBS movie WIII be "The
Sandpiper," starring Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton.
Sebastian Cabot, Stanley My.
ron Handelman, Bob Newhart
and Caterina Valente help out
Dean Martin on his NBC hour,
FRIDAY
NBC will have baseball playoffs if the division leaders have
not been established.
"Blind Man's Bluff" is presented on NBC's "The Name of
The Game." A district attorney
blinded by an acid - throwing
hoodlum seeks to use People
magazine in his plan to get back
at his ascallant.
The "King David" story on
NBC's "Bracken's World" deals
with an aging female star's accusations at a testimonial dinner that the honored guest was
responsible for her failure.
Singer Glen Campbell, comedian Arte Johnson and the Lettermen are guests on "Jimmy
Durante Presents the Lennon
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by R. Van Buren
I AM PREPARE.0 10 MAKE
9øS.0
Ail OFFER TO )0U,MR.
AN EVEN EXCHANGE. THIS
1913 MOOEL FOR...

7 A BRAND NEW
;969 OELIJXE ROLLS
NOYCE!! IT RETAILS
27,50o./1
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U $ P.,
1.0
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BUT THIS CAR ONLY
COSTS ME ELEVEN
DOLLARS
T' FIX LJP,1
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THE LEDGER
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12' x 60' all
ome. Carpetiroom. Locats. Phone 753S-30-C
old register1. Has shots.
i Vine Street,
S-29-P
VD white TV,
of drawers,
ind top trunk.
see at 1302
S-29-C
.. lewelliin and
'rocket breed.
es. Beautiful
-ed. Whelped
1. Papers to
1 11th Street,
phone 7530-2-P

POUND
female
niter bird dog.
ie months old
Grove vicin5 or 753-7139
5-27-C

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 26,
AUTOS POR SALM

AUTOS FOR SALM

FOR RENT

1968 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan with factory air and power. 1966 Buick Skylark with factory air and double power.
Console in floor, bucket seats.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. S-26-C

1950 FORD pick-up. V-8 en- NICE SLEEPING rooms for
gine, in good condition. Phone boys, one block from campus.
753-4997.
5-26-C Phone 7536425 or 753-5982.
Sept. WC
1960 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 2
door, 283, straight shift, good NICE FURNISHED apartment
second car. Local, must sell for college boys. Phone 753504 North 4th Street, Murray 7381 days, 753-3108 after 500
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
1451.111 WANTED
5-26-P pm.
77C
HELP WANTED
Real Estate Fer Sale
four door hardtop with factory
NOTICE
NOT1C8
air and power. 1967 Chrysler '52 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon, ROOMS for two boys. $25.00 par
JUST LISTED: nine-room brick
300 four door hardtop with fac- fair condition, $50.00. Call 753- month. 224 South 15th., T53house on two acres, two miles
5974.
tory air and all power. Cain and 2828 after 3:30 p.
S-211
Irons Munk,. Price reduced;
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
5-26-P
TWO-BEDROOM brick veneer,
6th and Main.
FOX MEADOWS: The prestige
S-213-C
North 17th. Real sharp.
name in mobile home 111
SIRVICES OFFERED
1968 PONTIAC four door hardMost spacious
ci
lots available
THREE-BEDROOM tri-level on
top with factory air and power.
this area. All city utilities. LimPoplar. Central heat. Lots of
Green with black vinyl roof. WILL CONTRACT new houses. ited to families. Enjoy the careTurn your woodlands into a year around cash producing
storage. In perfect condition.
1966 Chevrolet Impala two door General repair wort and addi- free life of a mobile home loNo experience necessary, will train you. Right young
asset. The Celotex Corporation is now buying wood de
hardtop. V-8 automatic with tions. Phone 753-3388,
cated in the best of suburban
Oct.-104 locations.
ON BELMONT, 3 bedrooms,
man can grow into an excellent position. College applilivered to their wood yard in Paris, Tenn. For more
power steering. Cain and TayPhone 753-3855 for
central hest mid air.
cations welcomed. Call 753-3763 and ask for Mr. Newton
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
Information call or come in to see Joel Sills or Roy
reservations. Office at 104
LOW
PRICED
house with beauand Main.
5-26-C
from 10:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. to arrange for interview.
Watkins. Phone (901) 642-1230.
South 9th,
5-213-C
tiful lot On North 16th Street.
atic
1965
OLDS
four
88
door
hardNEW VACANCY: single or douREAL CUTE 3-bedroom in Bagtop with factory air and double
tale rooms for boys, refrigeratwell Manor
power. 1966 Chevy II Nova staor. One block from campun
3 BEDROOM in Meadow Green
tion wagon. Cain and Taylor
Private parking. Phone 75k
Acres, central heat.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Real isisb Per Sob
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
6243.
BEDROOM on College
0-14
rrace,
A CHOICE HOME and 52 acres FOUR-BEDROOM House: At the central heat and
Main.
5-26-C
Mr.
P.O.
Box
1090
TWO-BED
ROOM
Paris,
furnished
of fine land on Highway 121. present time we have three
a'1•••rie. 38242
ex- 3-BEDROOM on South llth with
1965 FALCON two door sedan,
partment. Zimmerman's Apartin Coldwater. The residence is cellent buys in four bedroom income apartment.
ROACHES
automatic,
cylinder.
6
196f
ments, South 16th Street, Phone
a spacious 3-bedroom brick in brick houses. One
Carry Germs
of them has 2-BEDROOM, central beat and
Buick LaSabre four door se
753-6609.
a beautifully landscaped set two bedrooms down,
5-28-C
SPIDERS
with bath, air, 2 baths, on Shady Lane.
dan. Double power. Local car
tang. The farm land is top plal. living room, kitchen
Are Poison
with built- INCO.ME PROPERTY on MilTWO - BEDROOM trailer al
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station
ity for raising cattle, with wo- in range, dishwasher
FOR SALE
TERMITES
HELP WAP17111)
and dia. ler, private entrance upstairs.
Shady Oaks Trailer Court.
Corner of 8th and Main.
ven wire fences, a fine stock posal, family room with
Eat
Your
Home
fire- 3-BEDROOM an She-Wa Court, GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes 10 and WANTED
Phone 753-8673.
5-30-C
S-28-C
Waitress, janitor
tarn and deep well. With black- place, and utility.
Upstairs are central air.
12, Jr. Petite, sizes 3 and 5. Wo and cook. Phone 753-4953.
Locally
top frontage on 3 sides, this is two more bedrooms
owned
and opefat- NEWLY decorated 3-room cot1964 FORD Fairlane station wa
and bath 4-BEDROOM on Magnolia, cen- mens size 9. Phone 753-1518.
S-28-C gon.
potential development property, plus an enonnuos
1963 Olds 88 four door ed for 20 years. We can be tage, air conditioned, electric
amount of tral heat and Mr.
and priced right.
heat. Two blocks from college,
storage space. It has central 4-BEDROOM on South 7th, full
hardtop with double power. reached 24 hours a day:-MAN
Stella
WANTED
Feed
by
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home heat and air and
couples only. Call 753-1589.
SEVEN-PIECE
living
room Mill. Please contact mill in per- Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
is great in basement with fireplace.
Call
Today Per FREE
in Westwood, on sloping lot. every way.
IN GATESBOROUGH, two 3- suite. Bought new in March. son.
S-26-C
5-27-C Corner of 6rth and Main. S-28-C
Inspection
It has a large living room, den,
Three-piec
e
bedroom
suite
with
bedrooms
with 'central heat and
located
a
on
ANOTHER
is
one
Phone
753-3914
TWO
-BEDROOM furnished akitchen with all the built-ins,
1966 PLYMOUTH four door senew box springs and mattress.
Member Chamber of
partment. All utilities furnith
2 ceramic tiled baths, carpeted beautiful shady lot and has a
dan with power steering and
4-BEDROOM on Johnson, cen- TV, 17-inch screen, in good conroom,
family
kitchen,
study,
Commerce and Builders
ed. Available Oct. 1, 1969, Call
throughout, central heat and
brakes. 1962 Chevy H Nova twodition. All for $300.00. Call 436EMPLOYMENT
tral heat and air, 2 bathe.
Association. LCP-195
753-5489.
air, utility room and carport. living room, dining room and
door hardtop. Cain and Taylor
5-26-C
5830.
OPPORTUN
4
1TC
ITIES
-BEDROO
M in Canterbury. See
Ca/1 us to see this good home. bath down and four bedrooms
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
this French Provincial.
APARTME
NT
Immediate
possesfor
bath
up.
and
rent.
Couple
ONE H/3-7 Allis-Chalmers DoTENNESSEE FARM-158 acres,
Main.
5-26-C
at
3-BEDROOM
or one man only. Apply in peron
Hermitage. zer. Garwood lift, full
5 miles west of Croasiand, on sion on this one.
diesel
This
son after 4:00 p. m. No phone
one
is
a
ONE-STOR
beauty.
Y: This four bedroom
1967 CAMERO. Gold with black
MURRAY STATE
start. Call 753-8868 during day
Jones Mill Road juin south of
3-BEDROOM on Story, central or
calls. Dill's Trailer Court at
vinyl roof. Console in the floor.
753-3470 at night.
State Line. 120 acres cleared brick is all on one floor. It has
UNIVERSITY
S-27-C
heat and air.
Murray Drive-In Theatre.
kitchen,
room,
baths,
living
two
1961 Buick Invicta with faclend; 30 acres in bottom; and
3-BEDROOM on Keeneland, cen- 350 KAWASAKI motorcycle,
tory air and all power. Cain
s-211.c ,
90 acres sowed down. This land utility, study and carport. In•
tral Seat and air.
Phone 753-3914
only 1900 miles, still in warand Taylor Gulf Station. Cornhas been limed past year, ridge cluded in the low purchase
TRAILER
SPACE.
Stella
Trail-.
Rti
KINGS
ranty.
conditioners, drapes,
WOOD, 3-bedroom,
Must sell. Phone 753er of 6th and Main.
S-20-C
loind 7.9 tons per acre; bottom price is air
er Park. Phone 753-2493. •
Located
central heat and Ian all carpet. 5917 after ftve-7.--nn.--- S-27-P
HID
outside
appliances
$e.
kitchen
and
lath
,
Positirin
S.
The
land 4 tons per acre. Call us
1963 FORD Galax!. 500 four
S-27,13
storage house. Located close to
following areas:
for details.
door sedan. Local car. 1949
DUPLEX on Dodson, 3 bed- IT'S terrific the way we're sellgroceries
immedschools,
and
I NEW BRICK duplex, two bedCAFETER
NEW 3-BEDROOM
IA
brick, in
Chevy pick-up truck. 1961 Buick
ing Blue Lustre to clean rugs
rooms on each side.
room. Stove aticl refrigeratoi
City School district. Has living iate possession on this one.
CUSTODIANS
Skylark with factory air. Two
and upholstery. Rent shampoBEAUTIFUL
3-bedroom
THREE-BEDROOM
Bricks:
in
We
PROFESSIONAL resident- furnished. Also trailer. Phone
room, kitchen-dining area, utiliLABORER
door
S
hardtop.
Cain
and
Taylor
Kingswood, central heat and oer $1. Western Auto Store.
Ml painting. Brush, roll. pray. 753-6931.
ty room, 1% ceramic tiled have several of these. One has air.
S-27-C
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Home of "The Wishing Well"
References. Free
eethaates.
baths, central heat and air, ful- three bedrooms, two baths, livMain
5-26-C
-8-27room with fireplace, recrea- 46 ACRES of real fine
ing
C
unfurnished 0Phone ,s3-a:
CW-21C
'ly carpeted, carport and patio,
plex, electric heat. Phone 753tion room, kitchen with all % mile from Murray.
31961 OLDSMOBILE, $100.00.
on good lot and convenient to
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organ,
LIGHT
p.
ULIN753-7114.
aeeter
. cn
Tappan built-ins, central heat 135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb Road.
.c 1246 or see at 503 Olive.
1961 C,orvair, $100.00. 1960 Ford
Shopping Center. Priced below
Apply:
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
and air, carport and corner lot. 50 ACRES north of Penny.
5-29
$100.00. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Your complete music store.
$20,000.00.
Personnel Department
BRAND NEW is this one that 20 ACRES in bottom near MurStation.
Corner
13% ACRES with a 3-bedroom
WILL
Across from post office, Paris,
of
6th
Main.
and
KEEP
babies or small UNFURNISHED two - bedrochn
Administration Bldg.
has two baths, entry hall, util- ray.
brick veneer home, on Highway
Tenn.
S-26-C children in my home. Phone duplex apartment. Phone 753.
(second floor)
ity room, den, kitchen with 2-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,
121, one mile west of Cold753-8898.
H-S-20-C
S-27-C 5517.
built-ins, central heat and air, 1% miles from Murray.
1968
CHEVROLET
Caprice
Murray State University
water. This home is on a slopcarpeting, carport and good 3-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,. VINYL UPHOLSTERED living
four-door
WILL
hardtop.
V-8
engine,
STAY in home with el- TWO-ROOM efficiency aparting yard and the land is well
Murray. Kentucky
storage space. Owner will trade. 3% miles from Murray.
automatic transmission, air-con- deny or convalescent person. ment for college boys.
room suite, two months old,
drained. This is an ideal small
Telk
WE have plenty of new ones 3-ACRE LOT on Hazel High- $85.00. Bedroom suite with box/
ditioning, power steering anll..Phone 435-5651.
5-27-P phone S53-2863.
acreage.
5-299
but this place is a real bargain way, 5 miles from Murray.
power
brakes.
springs
Low
mileage.
and
Lomattress,
$45.00
IN HAZEL, 3-bedroom frame
$140.00 per week; to the right cal trade in. Light green with
THREE-ROOM air corplitionerd'i
home at 5th and Calloway in a used house. For lees than 2-ACRE LOT on Hazel High- See at 804 Broad Extended be$24,000, you can own this two way, 5 miles from Murray.
furnished apartment with pri-'
man ages 21 to 32. Approxi- black vinyl roof, $2995.00. Parktween 4:00 and 7:00 p. m.
Streets. Has living room, dinvate bath for copies only. 1641'.
S-27-C mately 48 hours per week. Must er Ford Used Car Department.
ing room, kitchen, bath utility year old brick. It has three bed- 80 ACRES 5 males southwest of
rooms, living room, beautiful Lynn Grove.
Miller Avenue, phone 753-1715.
7th
hard
worker
and
for
a
this
Main,
be
high
Phone
753-5273.
garage,
and
on nice lot with lots
kitchen with all the built-ins. REAL NICE 3-be4Irooin frame VOLKSWAGEN trailer hitch,' paying job. Must be honest, deS-29-C.,
of shrubbery and trees. Price
like
new, will sell for half pendable, sincere and sober.
Double carport with storage in Alrno.
Jobs to Smalf or Large
No
reduced for squick sale.
MODERN
furnished apart
m
-len
house, carpeting, and even the WE HAVE building lots in most price. Call 753-1705 during the Permanent work. (No lob hop- 1963 FORD pick-up, six cylind- ,
to be Appreciated
A GOOD CATTLE FARM: 92
one bedroom, one-half block?.
day or 492-8264 after 5 p. m. pers please). Mr. Riley, 'Padu- Econoline. See J. D. Murphy
drapes are part of the pur- sections of Murray.
Free
Estimates
acres near New Providence, on
from campus. See at 1608 Colat Murray Home and Auto
chase. It's located on a large FINE HOME on 8 acres Of
S-27-C nab 444-9622.
Contact:
blacktop, with four room house.
lege Farm Road. Phone 753Store. Phone 753-2571 days and
lot and is convenient to MSt! land, 1 mile from Murray. Has
COUCH. Call 753-5050.
This farm is well fenced with
5553 or 762-2757.
S-27-C WANTED-Job Supervisor to 753-3826 nights.
S-27-C
and city schools. Also there are 3 shop buildings and small lake.
WKwen wire and has lots of watwo baths.
WE NEED new listings. Call tie ONE GERMAN Shepard, regis- supervise and counsel adult en- 1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 4FURNISHED two-bedroom
ter for stock.
NEED some income and a nice for an appraisal of your pro- tered, three and one-half years rollees in local Manpower Pro- speed,
partment. Couples only. $125.00
396. Call 492-8159. 0-1-C
LARGE FRAME home in Hacram.
Person
must
have
had
at
place to live? Then take a perty, no cost to you until we old, $45.00. Registered English
per month. Phone 753-4599 4
zel, 10 rooms, one block from
least
one
Ikrtireen
successful
year
ex- 1968 TORENO GT, 390 engine,
5:00 a. m. and
look at the duplex located at sell. We appreciate your con- Setters, males and females,
ter 3:30 p. m.
S-214-C
business section and across
perience
in building construc- power steering and power
5:00 p. in.
306 N. 6th Street. One side has fidence.
white and orange, white and
brakstreet from the Baptist church.
tion. He must possess the pat- es. Console, automatic
DUPLEX
2 bedrooms. Living room, kitblack,
APARTMENT, o
daughter of champion
shift.
This is a lot of home for the
block from University. Each
chen and full bath with tub DUPLEX 3-bearoems, on one Big Coon and son of champion ience, understanding and other Red stripe wide oval tires,
money.
aide,
2
personal
bedsvonis
qualities
on
to
enable
the
other
him
apartment cornpletly furnished.
and shower. The other has one
$2395.00. Parker Ford Used Car
Johnny Crockett. $40 for males,
3-BEDROOM brick home, and
For Married couples or foist;
bedroom, with large kitchen, aide.
$30 for females. Phone 492- to deal effectively with adults Department. 7th and
Main.
5 acres of land approximately
who are inexperienced, unskill- Phone 753-5273.
NOTICE
students. Including cooking fa,.
living room, bath, these apart- 3-BEDROOM, central heat and 8607 after 5:00 p. m.
s-27-C
S-27-C
41,4 miles from Murray in the
ed, uneducated and, often, unments are completely separate. air, all carpet, on Kirkwood.
WANTED: Student to share calities. Phone 753-2649. S-29-01
Locust Grove and New ProviHas 2-car garage, ideal location IN EAST Y MANOR, 3 bed WHITE CROWDER peas for motivated ...Good salary with 1968 FORD Fairlane, four-door two-hediroom
trailer, 4 miles
dence area. If you want a nice
rooms,
sedan.
freezing.
V-8
Fringe
central
Benefits.
engine,
Ready
heat
Call 443-8465
now. Phone 489automatic from
and air."
for church, town, school doctor,
Campus. Must have car.
lame and acreage this is it. this
ON SUNSET Blvd., 3 bedrooms 2520.
1TP or pick up application farms at transmission, radio and white Call 753-9647.
place is priced to sell.
Priced to sell.
S-26-P
the PAEOC office, 1400 Thomp- wall tires. Low mileage, $1895.WE HAVE a large business beautiful den.
1968 HONDA 125 Scrambler, son Ave.,
LYNNWOOD ESTATES: 2 miles building
00.
Parker
Ford
Paducah,
Used
Ky.
Car
Equal
Deat Stella.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Rotate like new, priced to sell. Phone Opportunity Employer.
out Highway 121 now open and,..WE HAVE
5-27-C partment. 7th and Main. Phone
.4
6
a nice office for needs
come by or call GUY 492-8714.
lots are selling. We invite you rent.
S-27-C
753-5273.
5-27-C
NOTICE
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGto drive out and see these fine4-WE HAVE
GREY 12' x 19' Mohawk wool
several farms, lots ENCY
Good Supply of
1965 OLDSMOBILE four door
at 518 West Main, Na;
residential lots, with and with- of building
rug and pad; Zenith radio cablots. For all your
hardtop. Automatic, air condiRonal Hotel Building. Business
out Nees. Buy now and plan Real Estate needs
KENTUCK
Y
inet, mohogany with Provincial
you will find Phone
tioned, all power. One owner.
753-7724. Home Phone: molding;
your future home, terms if de- it pays to check
FRIED CHICKEN
with ROBERTS Guy
other household items.
Reasonably low mileage. Phone
Sperm,
sired.
753-2587;
Needs Assistant Manager
Louise 1209 Kirkwood, phone
REALTY at 505 Main or call
753-7932.
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753753-2901 and ask far Jeff.
WE ALSO HAVE a large selec- Hoyt or Ray
Trainees
Roberta at 753Get yours before the
S-27-C
8919; Gary Young, 753-8100.
tion of Iota in Murray, Fair- 1651.
Excellent
Pay
S-27-C
5-27-C
rain falls.
view Acres, Hazel and on the
For Right Man
H-1TC FOUR BURIAL LOTS in Murlate, priced $1,000.00 and up. HOUSE, now rented for $100.00
ray Memorial Gardens. Lot
College Applications
1962 OLDSMOBILE, 2-door hardTO BUY, see us, TO SELL, list per month, also 115' x 150' lot,
139-A 1-2-3-4 in Garden ChristWelcomed
4:
top,
good condition. Call 753- ,
with us. We are now Licensed zoned for duplex apartment, alus. Phone 753-5302 for informaPhone 753-3763 between
WANTED TO BUY
3695.
74'
S-29-CJ
In both Kentucky and Tennes- so three-bedroorn house locattion.
10:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. m.
S-27-C
Phone 753-4776
ed one block from University. WANTED: Men's or Ladles used
see.
to arrange interview
1962 CHRYSLER 300 Coupe.
bicycle. 753.8804.
s.25.NC
ANTIQUE
dining
room
suite
D'ULTON YOUNG Beatty, 40% Phone 753-2649.
S-29-C
Extra clean, $375.00. Phone
S-26-C
with six chairs, buffet. Hotand Maple Streets. Office phone
436-2323.
WANTED: Used
S-29-C
bed
with point refrigerator, set of blond
753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
LINDA PENDERGRASS is now
springs and mattress. Must bo end tables, coffee table, Tappan
1965 MUSTANG, 283 automatic an operator at "The Beauty
Young 7534948, R. B. Patter-,,,HOUSE AND LOT. Lot size 70' good and clean. B. B. Dill
753-- gas range with visual light
transmission. Extra clean. Call Box", 705 Chestnut, five days
oven.
son 436-5897, Ishmael Stinson x 255'. Call between 5:00 p. m 2930 after 4
526-C All in excellent
:00 To• m. and 8:00 p. m., 753-3036, J. W.
condition. WANTED: Waitress for week- 53-2434.
753-1534.
6-2-C a week. Wanda Nance (owner
Phone 753-6247.
.and operator) and Linda invites;
S-27-P ends. Top pay plus good tips.
H-S-27C Coleman.
5-29-P
Kentucky Lake lodge Restaur- REPOSSESSION. 1966
Ford you to call 753-7132 for an apant, Aurora, Ky. Phone 474- Galaxie two door hardtop pointment.
S-26-C
ONE OF the finer homes in the
5-29-C Good condition. Make bid. Can
1964 HOLIDAY Travel trailer, 2259.
Murray area, on large lot 123' TWO-BEDROOk: frame house
17% feet long. Fully self con
be seen at 204 South 4th Street.
x 339'. This home has a living on 1 acre ground, 2% miles
tamed, with extras. Sleeps six. WANTED: Someone to keep Murray. Monday through Fri.
room, family room and a 32 east of Murray, $9,000.00. Call
children
my
home.
my
in
Call
Phone 402-8384.
S-29-P
day.
0-2-C
FULL TRUCK LOAD
foot recreation room with fire- 753-3629.
5-26-C
753-8284 after four p.
HANDCUFFED to a deputy
place. Also a study or sewing
S-29-C 1961 CHEVROLET Impala four
STATE GRADED feeder pig
• wrist at left P. Richard Lee t
Remnants, hall runners, bathroom, three full baths, walk
sale every Monday. Sold by
room pieces, some indoor
Tingler, 28. is led to court
WAITRESSES and ccoks want- door. Clean low mileage. Phone
out basement, 11 large closets, BY OWNER: Four-room frame
pound. Kentuckians Livestock
753-8243.
in Columbus, Ohio, for a sesS-29-C outdoor with hi-density rubhouse on large lot. Phone 753Market, Owensboro, Ky. Phone ed, night shift, 3 to 11. Please
ber sack some jute back,
sion
in his trial in the robTrenholin'
person
call
at
in
_;
st
5-26-C
electric heat and central ail-- 6997.
1969 MACH I. Low mileage
Joe P. Lamb 492-8527. H-1TC
sham commercial type and
bery slaying of two teenage e
Drive In.
conditioning. The kitchen has
S-N-P others.Wal
S-214-C Phone 753-3815.
ues to $8.95 qs. yd.
dairy store employes.. He is
GE built-in appliances and
Our price $1.99 and $2.99 sq.
accused in seven slayings in
NOTICE
NICE COPPERSKIN sweet pothere is a second kitchen in
/WV WAITTEIG
HELP WANTED
Yd. While it lasts.
all, four in Cleveland.
tatoes. Please bring your conthe basement for entertaining
The lower level of this house
tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
Paschall Discount House
could be used as an apartment
Mill. Phone 247-5283.
0-9-C
Hazel, Ky., Phone 492.9733
for that in-law or rented out to
4I-ITF
provide extra incofne. There is
PULL
TRUCK LOAD
expansion room for two or
Carrier Corporation's new Murray, Kentucky. plant
Remnants, hall runners, bathroom
three more bedrooms. The yard
has the following openings.
pieces, some indoor-outdoor
Is beautifully landscaped and
FEMALE HELP WANTED
GROUP LEADER/FOREMAN - SHEET METAL
with hi-density rubber hack,
there is a large garden spot.
AVON
CALLING. Be among the
Shown by appointment only.
some jute back, shags, commer
PRESS SHOP
first to sell our fabulous Christ
cial type and others. Values to
S.203-C
Call 753-3903.
CHIEF INSPECTOR - FABRICATION AND
mas line-turn spare time into
$8.95 sq yd Our price $1 99
ASSEMBLY
MODERN HOUSE with 30 acres
money. Act now, Call or write:
and $299 sq yd wh.le it lasts.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Please
contact
Paul Engle. General Manager, Carof land. Located in the Provi•
Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Paschall Discount House Hazel,
Phone 753-7575
rier Corporation, P.O. Box 30, Murray, Ky. 42071.
dence area, Call after 4100 p. m.
Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady Grove
Ky. Phone 492-9733.
S-29-P
492-8336.
5-30-P
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, phone
965-3363.
S-26-C

COOKS ,WANTED

raided nylon
put together.
for landscap•
54 after five
S-26-C

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

aiy,Sella*
Ffte
meow niE

T?
50, good con.
0 Phone 753S-26-C

&

CASH FOR WOOD

REEKY FRIED CHICKEN

IF

The Celotex Corporation

I

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

BLACK TOP PAVING

s-27-c

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Buren

75 NORTH
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TO MY
:OMPASJY,
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Toy Lee Barnett
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CASH for your
Used Band Instrument!!

HELP WANTED MALE

NEEDED NOW

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

GET
ATTENTION

•'I
-
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TROOPED...
(Conti/mid Frew Pegs One)
the second such incident within a week. On Sept. 16, gunships prowling the Mekong
Delta killed seven civilians and
wounded 17 others in an open
field.
Headquarters said the helicopter pilots in the latest tragedy apparently mistook the
South Vietnamese for Viet Cong
because they were wearing
black and green and were fleeing.
No shots were fired at the
American helicopters, attached
to
the
Americal Division.
spokesmen said. They said an
investigation had begun but
gave no reason for the delay in
reporting the accident.
▪
The shooting occurred in a
region that has been the scene
of repeated fighting between
Americal Division troops and
North Vietnamese soldiers. The
dead government soldiers were
part of a local unit.
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Calloway County Men Agricultural MSU Coach
Convicted Of Rape
(Continued From Page One)

FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER in, 1969

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

(Centimes! From Pepe One)

phasized that he is especially
her of days, then destroyed if
Bureau Federation and spokes- appreciative of the support exBOSTON - Lee Bailey, defense attorney for one of eight special
not claimed.
Two men have been found reputation with no question of men for the National Farmers hibited by Murray fans. As a forces men alleged to have executed a double agent, told UPI
Some councilmen indicated
native of Murray and a grad- exclusively:
that the proposal would remove guilty of forcible rape by a Mc- her moral integrity ever having Organization of Kentucky.
They contended that although uate of her educational institu;1
"The question here is 'was anybody killed?' That may be the first
all unwanted dogs from the Cracken Circuit Court jury and been raised. Several friends of
city over a period of time. sentenced to serve 10 years each the girl, teachers and fellow a specialist was headquartered tions, Ferguson said he is de- issue the Army has to confront, It certainly will be."
in each county, but working in termined to present a winner
Other councilmen said that the in the penitentiary.
church members testified in her several others, no one was realproposed ordinance is only dupto his home town.
WASHINGTON - Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis. charging in a
Roy E. Ballentine, 22, and behstf.
ly available and responsible for
Ferguson suggested that even Senate speech Thursday that South Vietnam is '
licating a current state law Thomas
selling weapons
Morris,
25,
both
of
CalThe jury retired for about an helping individual farmers with though the many recent injurwhich is not now being enforcgiven it by the United States:
loway County, were identified hour before returning the guilty their problems. The same critiies had cut the squad's depth,
ed.
"It would be an outrage to the taxpayer if U. S. arms intended
by a 19-year-old McCracken verdict.
cism was made for home de- he believed the Racers, barring
proposed
One councilmen
to be used against the Viet Cong are instead being sold by the
County
girl
as
two
three
of
the
monstration
agents.
further injuries, would truly South Vietnamese."
that pet owners should place
Following the jury's verdict,
men she said raped her on the
"play ball" with the remaining
more control on their dogs and
Johnson Bonding Co. asked to
Supporters
of
the
area sysscheduled opponents.
that if the ordinance proposed night of April 19. A third man, be relieved of the bond on the
LONDONDERRY, Northern Ireland - The Rev, Ian Paisley,
tem, however, contended that
Kiwanis program chairman leader of militant Protestants
by Hewitt does not do the job, known to the girl only as "Ken- two men, and they were turned
demanding police enter the
farming
today
has
become
so
Arlie Scott introduced coach
then a dog lease ordinance ny" has not been identified.
over to the jailer to be held in
'
the death of a Protestant...
Catholic Bogside sector to Investigate
technical one man cannot be
Ferguson.
should be passed.
The girl testieed that Wien- the county jail until a motion for
expected to be an expert on all
man Thursday:
Joe Keeslar of the Murray
Last night it was concluded tine, whom she knew as Roy probation is heard and formal
phases of farming, or one wo"Find the killers or Protestants will be forced to organize
High Industrial Arts departthat an ordinance is to be drawn Earl Travis, took her out on a sentencing is pronounced.
man on all phases of home manthemselves in such a way as to be able to execute the power of
along the lines of the recom- date on April 19. He came to
ment attended as a guest of
agement.
arrest and bring the murdering rebels to justice."
Bond for the two was raised
mendation made by Councilman her home about 8 that evening
Harold
Eversmeyer.
Mark
More Champs Possible
to
$5,000
each.
date
The
for
senwhich will be considered by the after she earlier had refused to
Slaughter and Mike Finch, preUnder the plan announced
WASHINGTON - Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., asking the
tencing was set on Oct. 3.
council at its next meeting.
sident and secretary respectiveaccompany him and two of his
Wednesday the agents assigned
Senate to pause and recognize the stirring victory of the human
ly
of
the
MSIJ
Circle
K
club,
Councilman Roy Starks brief- friends on a date, she said. She
to the individual counties will
spirit:
were also guests.
ed the council on the prepara- said she had double-dated with
work within that county and
"The triumph of the Mets is a true inspiration to underdogs
Ballentine
several
times
in
the
oe responsible for the four
everywhere,"
In the Sept. 16 incident, tions being made for the budpast
when
he
had been dating
areas of work assigned the serAmerican helicopter gunships get for the next fiscal year
a friend of hers.
vice — agriculture, 4-H Club
opened up when the civilians Starks, Chairman of the CouoHonolulu weather
During the evening, Ballen- (Continued From Page One)
youth work, home econemics
flefloSouth Vietnamese troops cil Finance Committee, (said
HpNOLULU (UPI) - The
(Cor.tInutiel From Pees One)
ad been landed nearby on that this year the needs of the tine picked up the two friends and note burning ceremony is and economic development.
wh
temperature ever recordhighest
formulated
In
will
and
city
small
'a
be
n
introduced
d
them
counties,
to
her
the
as
sole
planned
combat
for
a
assault mission.
Sunday.
and everyone enjoyed flights
ed in Honolulu was 93 degrees,.
The new building features a agent will be responsible for in these new models.
Ground fighting was reported then the revenue to fill , these ,"Benny and Kenny," the girl
the lowest 52, according to the
light and scattered across South needs will be obtained in some testified. She identified "Benny" corobinaticrn heating and cool- setting up programs in the four
The main attraction was
U.S. Weather Bureau. Mean aning system, two rest rooms, a phases of work. Some larger C,essna's new fully
Vietnam Thursday, with a total way. He said that a payrell and as 'Thomas Morris.
acrobatic
counties will have an agent for
She testified she was taken nursery, and a baptistry.
nual temperatures range between
of 29 guerrillas slain against no occupational license tax is the
One-Fifty.
A
complete
it
line
72 and 76.
Members of the building each of the programs.
U.S. casualties in the four most feasible method cif rais- to an area on the south side of
NEW YORK (UPI)'-Stocks
Barnhart said he beleives the acrobatic maneuvers was pen
"significant" contacts listed by ing the necessary revenne for the city and raped by each one committee were Rev. Burpoe,
the city. He pointed out that of the men in turn while the Harvey Story, Festus Story, new plan will allow the school tormed by an Air-Age education opened mixed today in moderspokesmen.
Dinah at Gala
teacher who teaches in the ate turnover.
Headquarters said the second there are many needs • the other two held her. She said Woodrow Norsworthy, and Bill to re-establish close contact with Memphis school
system where
city.
Shortly
members
the
Other
of
the
farmers
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Dinah
after
the
Perry.
and
opening,
rural
she
the
Grant
families,
was
threatened with a knife
Higgins was the
phase of President Nixon's
oviation is a very important U P I
marketwide
treasurer for the building fund. but added that if further modiindicator Shore flew to Sydney, Australia
by one of the men.
withdrawal already had begun ance Committee co
part of the curriculum.
showed a gain of 0.01 per cent, to star in a UNICEF Gala to
Deacons of the church are fications of the plan are needAt one time she was able to
and more GIs were scheduled to that certain departments
Accommodations were pro- Of
the 303 issues crossing the help raise funds for the United
Christenberry, probably ed, they will be made.
make the trip home Saturday. need of equipment which had get a school compass out of her Sam
vided
for
the
many Cessna tape, 117
Under the area system, the
declined, and 98 Nations Children's Fund.
Military spokesmen said the not even been discussed, pri- purse, and she stabbed Ballen- the oldest deacon and member
dealers by the Rivermont Holifirst unit to leave under the marily the Street Department tine in the face with it, she said. of the church Keys Blakely, state was divided into 14 groups day Inn.
advanced.
Southaire,
Inc.
was
the
new Nixon plan to withdraw which normally uses "hand-seElectronics and oils were
After the attack she was tak- Grant Higgins, Harvey Story, ar regions of counties with host for the
many festivities.
35,000 more troops by Dec. 15 down" equipment from
en back to her home, where her Chester Vied, and Paul Paschall. specialists assigned according
mixed. So were chemicals.
Ronald
Jones
is
the president
John R. Davidson who died to tire major needs. Barnhart's
was a 90-man reserve unit front departments.
parents called authorities, she
In the electronics, Litton
in June of 1966 was the oldest announcement said there still of Jones Aviation, Inc., the
Texas — the 238th Combat Supsaid.
picked up 1/8 to 46/
1
4, while
cal
Cessna
dealer.
Councilmen Hewitt and
deacon of the church at the will be specialists working out
port Company — which left
National Cash Register gained
members of the Finance
siter,
The two men testified they time the new church was com- of the area offices with an area
Saturday for Ft. Sam Houston,
112 to 144. Westinghouse added
Committee, both concurred that had gone out with the girl on pleted.
director in charge. They and
Tex.
1/2 to 57, but Fairchild Camera
the payroll And occupational the night in question,iend_both
The old chards of white the county personnel. will he
eesed 3/4 to 80, and RCA le to
The next unit to go will be license tax seemed to be the
said they were intimate with Efime construction that was assisted by state specialists at
41. IBM lost 1 to 356.
the 180-man 172nd Transporta- most feasible method of raisbuilt in 1917 has been torn UK.
* William Hoiden
Atlantic Richfield rose 7s to
tion Company, an Army reserve ing necessary funds for the city. her on that occasion. They said
down to make mom for more
The schgol operates its exten(Centinued Peso Pees 1)
* Ernest Borgnine
10574 among the oils. Reading
unit from Nebraska. Spokes- Councilman Tuck asked for a the girl did not resist their adparking
sion
area.
service
The
with an ancual
late Rev. R.
men said it will leave Cam detailed report from the Fin- vances. They said there was no F.
• Bates picked up 1/8 to 34, and
* Robert Ryan
Greenery was_t* pastor of budget of about $5.5 million in Ale., Mrs. Jane Lane of Las
Ronh Bay eaturday for Forbes ance Committee on other pos- third man present.
the- ...Ath•W at the time this federal, state and local funds. Vegas, Nev., and Mrs. Elsie Occidental LS to 261/4. Jersey
Air Force Base, Topeka, Kan. sible means of raising additionThe defense in the case in- building
Standard, however, fell 5/8 to
was constructed.
More than 430 agents and spec Stutt of Peoria, Ill.
The unit's commander is Lt al funds for the city.
cluded the testimony of several
70%.
West Fork Baptist Church ialists are employed to work
are. Calhoun is also survived
Thomas Bruner of Crescent, IoDu Pont eased 1/e to 119%,
The council last night passed Individuals that the girl had fre- was organized in 1867
with the state's farmers, more by one brother, Rev. J. L. Knoth
wa.
an ordinance making South quently engaged in intimate reThe public is invited to at' than 130,000 youths in its 4-H of Kuttavra; one sister, Mrs. while Eastman Kodak gained %
U.S. headquarters has order- 13th Street one way going south lations with the boys she dated, tend the
special dedication and Club programs and nearly 43,- Jessie Bell of New Mexico; fif- to 79,
ed an embargo on any informa- from Poplar to Vine and one often in the presense of others. note
In the autos, Ford eased l,
burning ceremony on Sun- 000 homemakers who comprise teen grandchildren.
tion on the movements of units way going north from Vine to
45,
but General Motors edged
day.
Rebuttal
testimony
about 2,009 homemaker cluba
given by
Funeral services were held
a
to be withdrawn for security Poplar. This ordinance was
up 1/8 to 7478.
several
over
prosecution
the
witnesses
state.
today
p.
at
m.
two
at
the
First
a
reasons.
passed in order to alleviate the
To look like Reno
Barnhart, who last May was Baptist Church, Kuttawa, with Penn Central dipped % to
The biggest units chosen for traffic situation around Carter was that the girl has had a good
named
to the three-hat job of Rev. Houston Inman and Rev. 36% in the rails.
FR 411-11 OOD (UPI)-Ulobe,
withdrawal are the remaining School. A delegation of mothdean of the agriculture college Blakemcrre of Richmond officAriz.,
will
be
transformed
two brigades of the 3rd Marine ers from the school was pre-- ion, however a lot was sold in
Toy train trouble
Division and the 3rd Brigade of sent and urged that a police- the subdivision blocking this Hollywood specialists to make iind director of the extension iating.
a
service
BEDFORD, England (UPI) and
the
interment
was
in
school's
the
Sethi*.
experithe 82nd Airborne Division.
man be placed at the school proposed outlet. It was suggest- it appear like Reno, Nev., of
It wasn't engineer William
Make's
The announcement followed during critical hours. Mayor El- ed last night that this land be 1913 for scenes in -The Great ment station, hinted in a speech Cemetery in the Land Between
at Lexington in July that some the Lakes.
obsession with toy trains that
by one day the submission of a lis told them that the question allowed to revert back to pri- White Hope."
TECHNICOLOR PANAVISION'iff•
changes in the system were in
annoyed the General Post Office. ROM WARNER SRO*.-SEVEN ARTS
bill to Congress by Sen. Charles would be studied but that the vate property with the city
I.
***
the
making.
It
was
the
500
pounds ($1,200)
Signs up
E. Goodell, R-N. Y., that would city is short on policeman. One holding its easement on the
worth of poet office equipment
require the withdrawal of all of the reasons for the proposed land so that the sewer line can G:
Vintage year
31die
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Ann he
stok to build the toy complex.
s,American troops from Vietnam payroll tax is to gain three add be serviced when netessary.
SUGGESTED FOR
WASHINGTON VILLE, N.Y. Sothern's daughter, Tighe SteelHOLLYWOOD (UPI)-NBC's
Blake, pleading guilty, said he
by the end of 1970.
itional police officers, he said. The City Attorney will take the "Laugh-In" star Goldie Hawn has (UPI)-The Brotherhood Winery ing, comeeted a
MATURE AUDIENCES
role in stole
telephones, cables and elecCrosswalks will be painted in necessary action to implement signed a long-term contract with in this lower Hudson Valley "Norwood and signed a conIn one of two flareups near
trical goods over a five-year
this suggestion.
the
network
School,
front
Carter
community
the
of
at
dates
for
back
to
1839.
specials.
tract
with
Universal
Studios.
Saigon Thursday, Viet Cong
period.
guerrillas ambushed a South 13th and Poplar crossing, on
Irvan
13th
and
and
Street
Vine
Vietnamese convoy 25 miles
southeast of the capital, de- Street. The ladies also asked
stroying four government trucks several questions as to how
much authority the mother's
and jeeps and damaging 11.
Spokesmen said U. S. helicop- patrol had in asking motorists
ter gunships swooped in to bail to move and otherwise keep
cut the South Vietnamese. Four traffic clear around the school.
Street signs denoting t h e
government troops were killed.
A total of 38 guerrilla bodies crosswalks around the school
were found later, military will also be erected.
The council approved a respokesmen said.
Another Saigon - area clash solution for the Murray Munisaw US. infantrymen kill eight cipal Housing Commission askof 15 Communist troops who ing for an increase in low renhad sneaked to the perimeter tal housing units from 162 to
of their camp 27 miles north- 212.
Parking will be prohibited on
west of Saigon. No American
North 16th Street from Main
iosses were reported.
U.S. Air Force B52 stratofor- to Chestnut Street. Parking is
tresses carried out eight miss- already prohibited from t h e
ions Thursday night and this University School to Chestnut
morning, four of them against Street, about half the distance
suspected Viet Gong and North About fifteen parking spaces
Vietnamese staging areas e n will be affected by the move.
Leonard
Vaughn
reported
the Cambodian border norththat the hospital bonds have
west of Saigon.
not been sold as yet and that
an extension of time by the
New calling
contractor on his bid will be
requested.
Song
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)John Arnold was named as a
writer Lee Hazlewood has turned permanent employee of
the
actor and will play a principal Murray Sanitation System.
He
McGoohan
and
Patrick
role with
has been a temporary employee.
Richard Widmark in MGM's "The
A one way system around
Moonshine War."
Robertson School was discussed
* • *
with no action taken.
The city owns a lot forty feet
wide by 200 feet deep on North
18th Street adjacent to the
There are i:
airport control home of
Jimmy Fain. This ortowers in operation in the United
iginally was to have been an
States.
outlet into Sha-Wha subdivis-
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JAVELIN

I

N-O-T-I-C-E
All merchants interested in the organization of the Merchant's Credit
Association are asked to contact
us immediately.

Now -Showing Sept. 25-26-21

CAIN
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MOTOR SALES

MR. AND MRS. HAMM JAMES
Telephone 753-7381 _ _ _
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806 COLDWATER ROAD

MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 753-6448
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